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Abstract

Eimantas Kocanas ‘Euroscepticism in political parties of Greece’, Master’s Thesis. Paper supervisor Prof. Doc. Mindaugas Jurkynas, Kaunas Vytautas Magnus University, Department of Diplomacy and Political Sciences. Faculty of Political Sciences.

Euroscepticism (anti-EUism) had become a subject of analysis in contemporary European studies due to its effect on governments, parties and nations. With Greece being one of the nations in the center of attention on effects of Euroscepticism, it’s imperative to constantly analyze and research the Eurosceptic elements residing within the political elements of this nation.

Analyzing Eurosceptic elements within Greek political parties, the goal is to: detect, analyze and evaluate the expressions of Euroscepticism in political parties of Greece. To achieve this: 1). Conceptualization of Euroscepticism is described; 2). Methods of its detection and measurement are described; 3). Methods of Euroscepticism analysis are applied to political parties of Greece in order to conclude what type and expressions of Eurosceptic behavior are present.

To achieve the goal presented in this paper, political literature, on the subject of Euroscepticism: 1). Perception of European integration; 2) Measurement of Euroscepticism; 3). Source of eurosceptic behavior; 4). Application of Euroscepticism; is presented in order to compile a method of analysis to be applied to current active Greek political parties in a duration of 2014-2015 period. The presented literature details analysis of party perception of European integration, party attitude towards EU and its institutions, levels of Euroscepticism within a political party, party application of Euroscepticism.

At the end of this paper, based on conducted analysis, it was concluded that: 1). European integration is viewed differently between Greek political parties. Soft Eurosceptic parties agree with the principal of European integration, but later differ on how they view current and future integration. Hard Eurosceptic parties tend to disapprove of European integration ideals or to view them through a prism of party ideology; 2) Based on how a party views European integration in past, present and future sense, it determines what level of Euroscepticism it expresses and what level of Eurosceptic attitude is present within a party when dealing with European issues; 3). Dependent from which source of Euroscepticism (strategic or ideological) party expresses anti-EU behavior, it affects party application of Euroscepticism towards EU: 4). Even parties that are considered to be pro-EU reside small levels of Eurosceptic behavior within themselves, which is caused by party ideology coming into conflict with elements of European integration such as power balance of member states or levels of democracy in the union; 5). Soft Euroscepticism dominates Greek political parties. Hard Euroscepticism is present only in strongly ideological (radical) political parties.

Greek party polity combines within itself various types and variations of Euroscepticism, each different from each other and yet at the same time having similar roots. This shows that Euroscepticism is not a single entity, having only one form or expression, each unique in how it is applied and assimilated.
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Introduction

Euroscepticism (sometimes anti-EUism) is the body of criticism of the European Union (EU), and opposition to the process of political European integration, existing throughout the political spectrum.

It is becoming more important to reflect on the utility of the concept of Euroscepticism as a generic description of a multidimensional political phenomenon occurring in a number of different countries. Study of Euroscepticism nevertheless needs to be kept under review since the ways in which Euroscepticism is defined will reflect and help to determine judgments concerning the actual or potential significance of the phenomenon as a constraint on the shape and pace of the integration process. The benefits of this study can be described as an updated evaluation of Euroscepticism in a modern Western European state, in this case Greece, which present an insight into anti-EUism and its behavior. Similar studies of Greek Euroscepticism have been conducted in the past by George Kyris’ Susannah Verney both which concluded that Greece has a specific kind of ‘Soft Euroscepticism’ noticeable in the states party system. It is a vision of this paper to offer an updated look (2014-2015) into this field of study.

The novelty of this study can be described as being an updated view on Greek political parties and the Eurosceptic elements that may reside within them. Greek Euroscepticism can be seen to be volatile due to ever present Greek debt crisis and changing governmental policy on dealing with it, because of this an analysis of current levels of Euroscepticism is definitely needed. In this study, various theoretical methodologies on
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how to view and analyze Euroscepticism have been synthesized into a single empirical method addressing not only how Euroscepticism is expressed, but also what may be its cause and function.

In European Union contemporary Euroscepticism is becoming more and more volatile. Common trend of political systems of EU Western EU member states can be seen as slowly growing disproportional displeasement and criticism of EU integration (in a public and government level) and benefits to a country that are presented by such integration. Modern Greece had experienced Euroscepticism in their political systems in one form or another, which can be active in parties and or political groups of these countries. Thus it is important to recognize this Eurosceptic behavior and analyze its causes in a goal to further understand how EU integration is negatively reflected in a country and what the sources that drive such expressions of Euroscepticism are.

In this paper I will seek to understand modern conceptualization of Euroscepticism in political party system of Greece which take the form of Eurosceptic parties. Sourced of information will be: 1). Official party websites, where political parties describe their policies and believe; 2) Interviews and commentaries of Greek party leaders in official news outlets; 3) Party electoral programs presented during last conducted parliamentary election in Greece 2015; 4) Political election goals of Greek political parties in 2015; 5) Any other official party correspondence describing party policy and or beliefs.

Main goal

Detect, analyze and evaluate the expressions of Euroscepticism in political parties of Greece. To achieve this I will: (1) describe Euroscepticism; (2) how it can be detected and measured within a party; (3) apply presented measuring methods to each of the politically active parties in Greece and conclude what type and level of Euroscepticism they express currently.

Main object of analysis

Active political parties of Greece and their Eurosceptic behavior.

Main tasks

1. Analyze the theoretical variations and sources of Euroscepticism formation in modern Western Europe.
2. Discuss the empirical evaluation and measuring methods of Euroscepticism in general and political parties.
4. Analyze expressions of Euroscepticism within the political party system of Greece.
5. Analyze the main empirical functional source causes of Euroscepticism and its application in the political systems of Greece.

Structure

In the first part of this paper I will describe the conceptualization of Euroscepticism. By further detailing Euroscepticism, I will describe how it can be measured and what measurement and detection criteria should be applied when conducting this type of a study.

In the second part of this paper I will present active political parties in Greece and apply the Euroscepticism measuring criteria’s (form out of presented methodology in the first part of this paper) to these parties. This will evaluate the level of Euroscepticism each of the parties express, how it can be described and how it is being applied.

In the third part of this paper I will evaluate the measured levels of Euroscepticism of each active Greek party and conclude what type and level of Euroscepticism each of them expresses.

In the final part of this paper I will present my conclusions on the levels and expressions of Euroscepticism seen in current Greek active political parties at a current time.

Conceptualization of Eurocepticism

As terms of Euroscepticism proliferate, it is becoming more important to reflect on the utility of the label, and hence the concept, as a generic descriptor of a multidimensional political phenomenon occurring in a number of different countries.

Euroscepticism as a phenomenon and as an element of contemporary political theory only came into the discussion at the first stages of European integration and further strengthening of the newly formed European Union. The first definition of the Eurosceptic phenomena can be traced back to United Kingdom, British National Corpus to be specific [1]. In contemporary European politics Euroscepticism is regarded more as a general negative towards EU attitude description, which can be applied to any other nation. Euroscepticism is generally compiled out of two elements – ‘euro’ and ‘skepticism’. We can assume that the ‘euro’ part in current notion is aimed at the European Union or other part of the EU. The skepticism element of the term is self-explanatory i.e. negative critical attitude towards something. In essence, Euroscepticism is orientated as a negative or critical attitude towards the institutionalized European Union elements or its policy. One part of this term (Euroscepticism) that is interesting is the –ism part of the term, which in one form or another allows us to understand it as some sort of general ideological attitude towards the European Union. Indeed, precisely because the word has become such a catch-all for labelling everything from public attitudes to political ideas and ideology, party positions and strategies, or governmental negotiating postures, there is a need to set parameters which allow distinctions of degree and kind to be made.

Euroscepticism as a cause of deepening integration

Most commonly Euroscepticism as a factor seems to result from the effects of deeping and ever evolving European integration process. Hans J. Trenz and Pieter de Wilde [2] had introduced this of possibly being related to how people and political entities react to changes that are presented by the European Union’s polity3. As such Euroscepticism should be viewed as a contesting and justifying action that seeks to view European integration and value its procedure on a democratic scale. Here we would see both pro and counter narratives assessing European integration and its worth. Both of them would effectively came to rise from European citizens or European polity. Thus we seen to asses Euroscepticism as a possible result of these factors:

- Euroscepticism envelops a correlation between contestation within a polity, justification integration and collective identity formation. From this Euroscepticism hold within itself multiple spheres of effect, in which it can seen to progressively act and present results.

4Polity of the European Union in itself hold European political institutions, political elites and other political actors that are a part of the European Union’s political system and or act in policies that are being conducted within the union/for the union.
Euroscepticism is a discursive formative action. It is a part of dynamics, which seeks to contest and justify European integration. Thus, assessing its worth. Here we can see Euroscepticism being used by two opposing forces to either justify European integration and or criticize it.

Media plays an important role in both presenting Euroscepticism and possibly cultivating it. Because of this it is mostly approached as a result of party politics, which can range from Pro-European parties to Anti-European parties. This highlights the importance of looking at the media on how it present concurring and contemporary Euroscepticism seen within multiple or a single polity. We can take a look on how a party presents itself in the media and what purpose it may serve.

By following such guidelines we can start to asses Euroscepticism as a narrative within Greece, which in turn relates to European integration process. First we can start to asses Euroscepticism as a result of contesting which happens within a polity.

Polity contestation: As a part of any effective polity, contestation can be seen as a natural action. Arguing or disputing a specific discourse and or narrative is a part of any sufficient political system. In the case of the European Union this mostly can be seen as real problem since its inception with the Maastricht treaty\(^1\). Before this stepping stone the European Community was mainly focus on economic regional cooperation and with the induction of a strong political element into the community, certain contestation of it had begun to seem more relative as ever before. Although at this moment the European Union cannot be regarded as a full-fledged political entity, because there is still debate of what form it hold, we can see it as a polity or a unique political system [3].

Because there is still debate of what form and action should the European Union take, contestation and debate in this field only fuels Euroscepticism. If some form of uncertainty is present within the EU polity, multiple sides will try to argue on what they see the European Union becoming and what it should become. Both Hans Trenz and Pieter de Wilde [2] linked\(^2\) this to the existing uncertainty of the polity design that is present in the European Union. They argue that early functionalist argument of what the EU should have become did not end the polity settlement and stop these debates. Thus in EU, till this day, we can see multiple parties trying to assert their view and perspective of what EU should be. In term of Euroscepticism, this results in political entities (elites or parties), which are displeased with the current form of EU, to argue and dispute it, because it does not represent what such entities envisioned and or envision in the future of EU becoming. Vis-à-vis debate and arguing proceeds. The European Union seeking to be built on democratic values, these same values are being questioned. This results in the questioning of EU being not democratic enough to its citizens.

In this case Europhobia seeks to denounce the worth of European integration, where both (pro and con) sides seek to present their arguments. In an effort to legitimize itself, EU seeks to draw in citizens in its polity by allowing to vote on treaty establishment and change. In this EU had gone more public in an effort to legitimate itself. Here citizens had seem to many times reflect their displeasement with what course EU is taking by down voting treaties in national referenda\(^7\). Here we can see that citizens, by reasoning current polity action, may not always be in favor and simple reflect their displeasement by democratic action. Hence, certain EU integration aspect can be stopped simply as a result of Europhobia attitude to certain polity actions. We need to understand that Euroscepticism here did not disapprove EU policies, but rather the understood future of the polity (EU). That is to say, it simply argued against certain actions to constitutional design, polity design or EU institutions gaining more power. Thus contestation within a polity, coming from party of citizen, may opt-out of certain integration principals and agreements by simply not approving of them as being the next step in EU integration. Because of this parties may aggravate support to oppose such actions and EU citizens may present their disagreement by disapproving the vision of further EU integration. In both cases, the worth of EU integration is being questions and evaluated.

**Expressed Euroscepticism**

**Measuring Euroscepticism**

When seeking to understand Euroscepticism in contemporary European politics and seeking to apply it when analyzing political party expressions in Greece, we need to refer to the work of Paul Taggart [4] and Szcerbiak [5] whom refined the two types of Euroscepticism: a hard type and a soft type.

**Hard Euroscepticism:** The hard type of Euroscepticism was defined as political objections directed towards the European Union and its integration policy. Political parties in EU member states by this definition would advocate withdraw from the union or non-accession (if it’s only a candidate state). Political parties of such state would push forward opposite policy to accession into EU or would fight for the possibility of someday leaving the union due to its negative effects to the party home state.

**Soft Euroscepticism:** The soft form of Euroscepticism is not principal in its core as the hard type. In essence, soft Euroscepticism does not object accession into the European Union and does not principally advice leaving such union. This soft form of skepticism would rather object to a certain aspect of the union or seek to influence and or draw attention in a goal of possibly changing it. This form would mostly be seen in the opposition parties of a member/candidate state [4,5]. This soft form of concern would mostly be seen when a certain aspect of the European Union’s policy is contradicting in some way to the national policy or its goals, thus be subject to adjustment or change. In this case soft Euroscepticism may occur when a state, or parties within disagree with the sense of direction that the European integration is going in relative to their nation.

Although this approach to identify Euroscepticism has seen as an incomplete one Kopecky and Muddie [6] argued that Taggart [7] do not take party ideological stance and policy position into consideration when describing Euroscepticism. They state that political parties within a state can be grouped into four classes of ideological stance:

- **Europhiles** – are groups of people, who are committed to the ideas of integration and progression underlined by the European Union and its evolution. These groups are still considered to be Europhile even though they may object to certain aspect of the integration policy.


\(^7\)Most notable cases of French and Dutch citizens down voting the European Union’s Constitution project in 2005, which presented notable problems to the Constitutional project.
Union, Chris Flood in his analysis of both [5,6] had presented another towards the European Union could be defined. Although this model political party groups (parties) in nations states and how their stance understanding of the model they were trying to present in labeling defining them in a sphere of Pro/Con European Union.

From these political stances towards the European Union, Kopecky [6] present four labels that political parties can be grouped into when defining them in a sphere of Pro/Con European Union.

- **Europhobes** - opposite to Europhiles, do not agree with the principals of integration presented by the European Union in relativity to a nation state.
- **Euro-optimists** – broadly accept, on a strategic plane, how European Union’s integration is advancing. They also European integration to be developing in practice in a positive sense.
- **Euro- pessimists** – see the European integration to not to be functioning as it should in a core sense in a strategic sense of development. These groups of people criticize the current state of development of the European Union and do not see it improving in the near future.

These four labels presented by Kopecky [6] give us a good understanding of the model they were trying to present in labeling political party groups (parties) in nations states and how their stance towards the European Union could be defined. Although this model could be used in identifying parties attitudes towards the European Union, Chris Flood in his analysis of both [5,6] had presented another six classes that can be used in classifying political party stance when measuring Euroscepticism. He had suggested that there should be form six categories of definition:

- **Rejectionist** - positions opposed to either membership of the EU or participation in some particular institution or policy.
- **Revisionist** - positions in favor of a return to the state of affairs before some major treaty revision, either in relation to the entire configuration of the EU or in relation to one or more policy areas.
- **Minimalist** - positions accepting the status quo, but resisting further integration either of the entire structure or of some particular policy areas.
- **Gradualist** - positions supporting further integration either of the system as a whole or in some particular policy area(s), so long as the process is taken slowly and with great care.
- **Reformist** - positions of constructive engagement, emphasizing the need to improve one or more existing institutions and/or practices.
- **Maximalist** - positions in favor of pushing forward with the existing process as rapidly as is practicable towards higher levels of integration either of the overall structure or in some particular policy areas.

Flood (2002) has seeking in presenting a tighter and cleaner classification of levels of Euroscepticism in political parties and at some level he did successfully achieved that. Differently from the four previous authors, we presented a more gradual classification with extensive levels of acceptance ranging from full ‘maximalist’ and ending with a full rejection ‘rejectionist’. In this classification Flood allowed political parties to act not only as Pro/Con EU parties, but also as a possible reformists seeking to adjust the European Union as to quell their displeasement with it.

Flood explained that it is important to define a gradual change of attitude towards EU, because political party politics may change over time [1]. Thus we can add Flood’s conceptualization and combine with closer with ones by Taggart [5], Kopecky [6] in a goal of possibly achieving a greater understanding of classification and grading of the term “Euroscepticism” and its expressions in a party system and the state (Figure 1).

**Perception of Integration**

Reevaluating measurement of euroscepticism

We also need to consider the definitions of Eurosceptic parties presented by Sofia Vasilopoulou [8,9] in her study of European Extreme Right. She suggested that definitions of Euroscepticism by Kopecky, Mudde [6] Taggart and Szczerbiak [5] have shortcomings and lack precision in effectively categorizing such phenomenon. She suggests that we should first break down European integration in three fundamental parts. These three parts would be: Principle, Practice and Future of European integration.

---

The first part of principal refers to a state’s goal of participating at a European level. This goal of participation can be seen as a wish and willingness for any type of cooperation at a European level. This is seen as a state’s cooperation at a larger scale with the European Community and its partners on a multilateral level. The practice of such cooperation on European integration defined by the institutional balance the state has with the European Union. Here there lays a balance of intergovernmentalism and supranational level of cooperation with the European Union. The third future refers to the member’s states willingness and legality to participate in a possibly closer union. In this aspect, the state decides at what level it is willing to be a part of the European Union and how much power and legality it is going to transfer to it (Figure 2).

This European integration conceptualization departs from the existing literature in a way that it breaks down European integration into a three tier rather than a linear phenomenon. The models that sought to explain political conflict in the EU have depicted European integration as one-dimensional. These are the international relations model Moravcsik, the Hix-Lord model, and the Hooghe-Marks model. All these three models take a one-dimensional approach to integration. They conflate the principle, practice and future aspects of European integration within a single dimension that extends from less to more integration. However, a linear depiction of integration does not help attain analytical precision because integration is viewed only through one prism. Admittedly, the suggested three-dimensional approach of the EU builds on the idea of diffuse and specific support for integration advanced by Kopecky [6] whereby the authors differentiate between the idea and the practice of European integration. Nevertheless, this analysis departs from Kopecky and Mudde’s because first, it offers a concrete explanation of what EU principle and practice are, based on the EU’s own legal documents. Second, acknowledges the important dimension of the member states’ agreement on building an ever closer union thus referring to the future of integration.

By following this conceptualization, three tiers of extreme Euroscepticism are presented by Sofia Vasilopoulou [9] in her evaluation of Euroscepticism phenomenon. These three types are as follows:

- **Rejectionist Euroscepticism**: political actors that are a part of this level completely reject any and all aspects and policies attached to the idea of European integration. When introducing the previously presented three tiers of European integration, these political elements reject the principal, disapprove the institutional and policy arrangement of the EU and do not believe/and or hold hope in the future of integration and cooperation. Political actors, and more mainly political parties, in this case seek to solve all policy problems domestically and do not wave the right to the EU. Political parties that are a part of this level seek to protect sovereignty and state institutions from the outside influence of supra-national EU institutions and its policies. By this – parties that are a part of this level reject the idea of EU completely, are pro national and can be considered the radicalistic Eurosceptics.

- **Conditional Euroscepticism**: political actors/and or parties belonging to this level can be considered to be view the EU at some beneficial level. These political parties view the principal of cooperation at a multilateral level to be beneficial at some extent to their nation state. Still, political integration and unification hold negative effects. These political parties are willingly to cooperate with the European Union, but with a condition that under no circumstances the sovereignty of the state would be undermined. These political parties tend to cooperate at certain policies that are beneficial to the interests of the state. By not accepting the practice of integration, political parties advocate intergovernmentalism over supra-nationalism. Future cooperation is rejected and believe that all main decisions should not be taken by EU institutions are a part of these parties Eurosceptic behavior.

- **Compromising Euroscepticim**: political parties in this level are in favor of practice, principal and future of European integration. They do so by believing that although some level of power and decision making transfer to the level of EU is not desirable, it is beneficial and necessary on order to achieve economic prosperity from the union. These political parties are in favor of economic integration and also at a level of political integration to be existing in order to protect national interest through EU institutions. In their believe EU should exist to protect national decision making processes. Although these parties are not in favor of the European Union becoming ever closer, they agree to play by the rules of the EU in order to strengthen their position in the union, which as previously states, help them in protecting and pushing national interests (Figure 3).

When we will apply this evaluation in conjunction to other present evaluation methods, we will not single out only political elements as Sofia Vasilopoulou [9] had suggested. Although by her argument political parties of extreme right are more concerned about sovereignty rather than policy, in our case we will not be limited by only right-wing parties and this case we will use measurement going above the acceptance level.

### Sources of Euroscepticism

#### Ideology’s role (how EU effects party ideological policy agenda)

Ideologies are not owned by political parties, but rather are merely represented by them. This dictates us that ideology and a certain way of thinking are represented by the parties’ actions and policies. Although this does not allow us to consider Euroscepticism as much as an ideology, but rather a certain group of political party expressions orientated towards the EU. In a sense, this may be seen as a party’s attitude towards the European Union and how it is effecting its political agenda. Still, we cannot deny that ideology has a certain role in shaping concurrent arguments for/and or against the European Union and its proceeding integration process. Current questions that are being raised...
as to explain and or understand the goals of EU that may be seen as positive or negative - could be answered in an ideological sense [1].

The concurrent sources of Euroscepticism, that sometimes take an ideological position (form), may seem to draw its power from a political elements that negatively been seen danger that the European Union possess to a nation states identity and serenity. Though the question is EU polity framework challenge to the old understanding of a nation state, can be answer both positively and negatively (pro/con EU), we can see it coming from an ideological understanding of what is a nation, what are its role, how it should be defined. Main source of question most of the times is seem as – Nationalist, and its enforcement in a party’s agenda. This no way of saying that nationalist is the driving force behind Euroscepticism, but rather to say that this skeptic belief (and its variations) encompass within themselves elements of nationalizing ideologies. This can also be say for the understanding of what democracy is and how it should act in the European Union. Political parties may at many cases criticize EU not for being a threat to their national state sovereignty, but rather for not being democratic enough or not following democratic values. Such understanding of Democracy and how it should be portrait in the European Union reflects also within political parties as a recourse of an ideological believe elements and are used to give the EU and its integration shape and also meaning.

Pool of sovereignty as a cause of Euroscepticism

Euroscepticism can also be regarded as a form of polity contestation. European nations, since the early conception of the European Union in the 1950’s, had started to pool their sovereignty into a single pool, which now had taken a form of EU [2]. In this way, the concept of sovereignty that previously was regarded mainly belonging to a single stated, had become more of a combined concept. Thus European Union, which is now combined out of many sovereign nations, becomes a soft of unified polity or political union [3]. Because of this process of pooled sovereignty, questioning the future and meaning of the union for the nation state had become an active part of member state party system debate. This leads us to question whether this combining of nation sovereignty is the source of possible Euroscepticism nation and their party’s start to question its purpose and future. Here we need to understand that if nations are starting to pool their sovereignty into a single entity, they tend to be more uncertain whether it is beneficial to them and how it can impact their state.

Following this approach, Euroscepticism is presented as not a counter effect to the policies and functioning of the European Union, but rather to the polity ‘political union’ that the EU represents and is trying at some cases to achieve. By this Euroscepticism is oriented against the supra-national institutions and the power they hold within the union. This can be seen orientated towards the integration of the European Union, which in effect, is seen to erode the singular sovereignty or its member nations at many arguments. By this form of understanding the negative attitude, that is created by Eurosceptics, opposes the principle of integration. Thus political parties that can be viewed as a Eurosceptic parties may seem to promote policy positions that oppose such integration in the union (being guided by negative attitude towards it). These political parties, in this form of Euroscepticism, tend to devalue the benefits in policy fields such as (but not limited to): polity design, European integration and power distribution in the union. That is why the actions of political party aimed at criticizing EU polity should be regarded as a possible source and measurement factor when studying expression of Euroscepticism.

Causes of Euroscepticism in political parties

Many political researchers as Mudde, Rokkan, Lipset and Kopecky argue, that the possible cause for a party to resemble a Eurosceptic stance may be caused by ideology or political stance that party hold in the political competition within a polity. From their research we can distinguish two main major camps that tend to position Eurosceptic political parties and may explain the cause of such anti-EU position within them - Ideological and Strategic:

1. In the ideological camp, party preposition to Euroscepticism may be caused by that party’s ideological placement within an ideology spectrum and how that party places itself in contemporary/historical sense. In this camps party’s ideology prepositions a party’s attitude towards the EU in a broad way and is more constant and long lasting more than in the strategic camp. For example: a nationalistic party would presumably orientate it’s attitude towards EU in a negative way due to its nationalistic ideology stance and thus being tied to ideology, this positions towards the EU would be a long lasting one, because it is formed by nationalistic ideology.

2. In the strategic camps, a party assumes a role and position to suit it better when dealing with certain EU policy issues and policies. A party may take a certain position (positive or in our case negative) to better suit its goals when dealing within inner party competition in a nation state. Thus a party may use certain issues (connect with EU) and address them in a specific way if it will suit it’s end goals on gaining support or power.
in a state like party competition. Strategic conception tends to affect whether a party supports the current policy trajectory of the European Union. To draw an example: as we explained in our previous chapter - a party may take a certain negative stance towards the EU if it would provide that party with an advantage when competing with other parties and would also be able to draw support from the electoral, which would in turn support this specific course of action oriented towards a specific issue. If a party sees that it can gain support from the electorate by presenting a policy that is popular with the public (oriented negatively towards EU), it can gain an advance against other parties that present non-attractive policies.

Here we come across the two definitive camps that can help in seeking to understand what factors may cause negative attitude towards EU or in a general sense – Euroscepticism. We presenting these two camps of preposition: based on ideology or strategy – we can use this in trying to distinguish Euroscepticism sources within a specific party.

Aleks Szczepanik and Paul Taggart had very well presented specific aspects to which we would orientate our attention when distinguishing to which camp a party belongs. As they presented, we should look into party ideological values and perceived interest of its supporters. By this we need to look: is the party following its ideology or it is seeking office? This type of a question may help us in seeking why such party pushes Euroscepticism. Still, because we may cross across the fact that most parties are office seeking rather than goal seeking. Ideology may not be the definitive factor on which we would base our presumptions of Euroscepticism in a party. Both ideology and strategy are many times flexible and adjusted in a broad sense to better suit the party in specific moments. The same goal/ideology still remains, but in a bit broader sense. A party may shift it’s ideological position ever so slightly, but still remain in a specific ideological camps. Same can be said on its strategy – a party’s strategy may shift it the orientation of its supporter also changes, because if the views of the party electorate shift, the party needs to adapt of seek other supporters.

Application of Euroscepticism

Reactivity of Euroscepticism in nation state

As we previously discussed the Euroscepticism argument is of a reactionary nature to European polity formation and continuing European integration, we need to take into consideration a nation state aspect in this case. Because the European Union agrees in participating in discussions of its justificatory discourse, the public is willing to use this opportunity as are the political parties. Citizens may choose to discuss the democratic legitimacy of the European Union through Mass Media, which can also be in turn used by political parties. Such parties may choose to notice that a certain concern is brewing in the state polity and seek to either support it or denounce it. In the case of Eurosceptic parties, such discourse of citizen displeasement attracts political actors.

We need to acknowledge that issues concerning European integration and having effect on it have large mobilization potential. If those issues are addressed, they tend to be still exploited. If these issues are addressed in the polity of a nation state, they can lead to the evaluation of EU itself in a perspective of the state. Is within a state European integration/or legitimacy are being promoted, following the guidelines of Euroscepticism reactivity which we discuss previously, it may result in an opposition taking up the mantle of counter-arguing against it. Although this can be most easily be seen coming from nationalist political parties, the opportunity to exploit the issue concerning the public may be taken up by non-nationalist parties. In this cases, as we will present in the next chapter of this paper, it may lead to political parties, which previously could not be labeled as Eurosceptic parties, to actually begin to act anti-European for the better of party competition or the state.

The reactivity of Euroscepticism

The effect of Euroscepticism being seen from a party politics perspective may be explained as a reactionary effect from the European Union enforcing and or expanding its influence onto the national state level with regulations and policy enforcement. This effect may be direct and indirect in a form of Europeanization [11,12]. This can be explained as a relation to anything that is being influenced at an European level affecting and prompting a response from a national citizen level in member states. In a way it fuels and pushes national level politics to decisively respond to its supporters and thus present their agreement or disagreement with the European policies. This politicization of European integration policies gives rise to some form on Euroscepticism when these policies are viewed with criticism or negativity. This was described as a marginal phenomenon – a result of post-functional integration. Because the European Union at its current stage cannot be viewed as a final result of integration, this can be expected, because political parties still have concerns and uncertainty views towards the ongoing integration and future of the union.

In a form of Euroscepticism being a reactionary element to European integration, it may be as a seen response to pro-European integration arguments, which states the benefits of integration. As a result of this, political forces, that have different views on integration, may present counter-arguments, which in their core take form of Eurosceptic arguments. These Eurosceptic arguments may challenge the accountability of the European level institutions and their officials. In a sense, they challenge the European Union’s institutionalization. Until European institutionalization continues and the legitimacy of the European Union is debates, whether on a national or international level, the Eurosceptic discourse will persist. In a sense we can understand this as this – Because the European Union is still in its stage of formation and still retains many possible senses of direction, the uncertainty that follows trying to understand the formation process and its possible outcomes will always give rise to political elements (elites, parties, government) to question the integration and EU process.

Because we can see Eurosceptics being linked to both the integration process and a reactionary force to pro-European arguments – the Eurosceptic element becomes a reactionary response aimed at the European Union. This allows us to view Euroscepticism not only as a separate discourse, but more as a tied in discourse to the whole integration process (Figure 4).

From this point we can assert the main three types of reactionary Euroscepticism, which is seen as a reactive element to the European Union and its policies:

- Reactive - Euroscepticism is a reactionary element aimed towards criticizing the elements and policies of the EU or
challenging the legitimacy and course of action of European Integration. Eurosceptics are reacting to the progression of the European integration and the institutional and policy elements that are the source of such integration.

- **Provocative** - Euroscepticism seeks to provoke a response from the European elites in a goal to challenge their legitimacy and institutionalization. In a sense, Eurosceptics seek to receive a response form European institutions and officials in order for them to legitimize their institutionalization.

- **Anti-pro-European** – Euroscepticism seeks to provide counter arguments to pro-European supports as a mean of criticizing their understanding of the goal and meaning of the European Union. Eurosceptics seek to judge the arguments of pro-European an attempt to constitute.

Now that we have presented the typology classification of Euroscepticism being of reactive nature, we can start to further deduct its responsive nature. Because Euroscepticism is meant to respond to both European integration process and justify the actions taken by political actors - it start to question the legitimation aspect of the European Union [2]. As we previously discussed Euroscepticism providing arguments to European integration, it can be seen as reacting to the substantial growth of EU. This of course in our study being expressed by political parties. This was very well defined by Jorg and Wilde in their research on Euro-scepticism where they argued that because of the EU having the ability to institute decisions over certain fields of policy and politics, it inevitably provokes a response affected parties (citizens and or parties) [12]. This provocation of a response is affecting the national level in a way which we can see national political actors being fuel by this on a state level politics. It is further outlined that because the European Union is not a finished political construct, there is no ‘single consensus’ on the European level. This effectively leads to Euroscepticism being an expected element of contemporary EU politics and their ‘post-functional’ nature.

The reactivity of Euroscepticism being a reaction to pro-European arguments is also a factor. European Union is constantly evolving and European integration is being continued. This leads to the continuing of EU constitutionalization in a form of the union amending its treaties in order to adapt and change. To reach this, pro-European actors need to argue the need for this and convince their electorate in supporting this. By effect of this, these same arguments that are trying to achieve support for the European Union’s change and being disputed at a national level. This ‘domestic opposition’ seeks to provide their counter-arguments. This leads the opposition to begin and question the integrity and legitimacy of the pro-European political actors. This questioning of European elites may be due to the lack of justificatory arguments provided by European political actors and their institutions. In a sense we can see this as EU elites and institutions seeking to change the status quo of current political arrangements with member’s states and the form of the union and not providing sufficient Latinization to it, which leads to anti-EU actors to question them. This leads us to believe, that Euroscepticism is demanding for accountability on the continuing constitutionalization of the European Union.

As we first discussed Euroscepticism being closely linked to European integration at the start of this paper, we can say that the element of Euroscepticism is related to pro-European discourse and the development/or change of the nation state through Europeanization.

**Eurosceptic elements in political parties**

Previously we discussed what sources may cause Euroscepticism to become active in political bodies and actors and also in what levels it can be distinguished in a country such as Greece. Adding to this, we need to present the discourse of Euroscepticism and put it in a perspective of a political party (for this study). For this to be done I will seek to present in what ways party-based Euroscepticism may come into fruition within itself.

Concurrent political parties that are most available to express certain degrees of Euroscepticism may do so due to various reasons. None the less, those reasons are believed to be fueled by some sort of dissatisfaction about the European Union. Due to the fact that political parties in EU member states are mostly concern in representing national interest and working for behave on the state, those reasons may be tied into national politics. Still, it is important to distinguish what can and what can’t be seen as party based Euroscepticism. As presented by Aleks Szczerbiak and Paul Taggart in their work of discussing sources of Euroscepticism, we can present which elements of party-based activity should not be regarded as root Euroscepticism, as for this to be a factor in a study, it could provide false perception of a party being Euro- sceptic as explained bellow:

1. **Displeasement of EU due to the union failing to represent national interests.** It is possible for any party to be displeased with EU policy at any given time. Still, because of a certain party not agreeing at any time with the European Union on its policy is too easy to be viewed as rise of Eurosceptic sentiment. Because policies change and are various in their nature within the EU, the level of pleasing everybody any time is non-impossible and certain disagreement that such policy sometimes does not correlate with the states national policy is very much possible.

2. **Critic of specific EU policies.** Absolute agreement with all EU policies is very much hard to achieve. There is bound to be displeasement with certain aspects of it. Political parties may have certain policy areas in which they do not agree with the European Union, but at their base – be in favor of EU policy. Due to this, these political parties should not be instantly labeled as Eurosceptics, though they resemble low form of Soft-Euroscepticism. For example of such parties as Finnish Social Democrats which do not support current plans for Common
European Security and Defense policy, policy, but in a broad term are in favor of deepening of European integration and becoming closer with the EU. Thus we can see that although a party may disagree with a certain policy action of the EU, at its core it is mainly a pro-European party. The problem here lays is that we may find problems distinguishing ‘policies of disagreement’ which can be associated with Euroscepticism. Question here is: to which policies can a party disagree for it to be considered anti-EU party?

3. Opposition to the enlargement of the European Union.
In a general sense we can assume that if a certain party disapproves of EU enlargements, it is an anti-EU party in its core. Most theorist, such as Paul Taggart had theories such. Understanding this we can imagine that a national party opposes EU enlargement in order to protect its national policies and the enlargement of the union may pose fears that the union wide policies may take priority over a national sovereignty. In this sense many parties may be seen as anti-EU only by the fact that they had concerns on the EU enlargement. The problem here lays, as presented by Szczepanik and Taggart, is that many Eurosceptics parties may act in favor of EU enlargement in maintaining hopes that this process may cause future problems for the basis of the union. Thus many Eurosceptic parties may not oppose current integration from the start and act in favor of it. These present problems when distinguishing such parties, because they do not speak out against integration from the start. Because of this, we cannot see all parties that oppose integration as true Eurosceptic parties, because most of them may just act in such a way due to specific problems and concerns that they have at a current time against the EU. This shows us that initial opposition to EU enlargement may be more of an expression of concerns from a certain party, but not a true expression of Euroscepticism.

4. Critics of the European Union not being democratic enough.
Many concern forwarded to the European Union are of “not enough democracy” nature. This may fuel some parties to criticize EU for not implementing/having enough democratic mechanism and being not sufficient enough. Although this is critic of EU, in its core it is a critic of EU that “want more of EU”. In a sense such critic emphasizes more EU integration and power transfer to it in order to achieve more democracy. This may cause some political parties to be seen as anti-EU for their critic of it, but when we look at it deeper, we see that such critic is based on wanting more of EU. This may puzzle many Euro-sceptic party distensions, because although many parties could be labeled anti-EU from the start, they are not criticizing the nature of EU, but more the lack of there being more of it. Because of it we cannot label such parties as being true Eurosceptic political parties. This is because such parties want more of EU and they want integration to come faster.

Operationalization of Euroscepticism in political parties
Previously we have discussed ‘how one can and see detect anti-EU parties’ and ‘how we can label them’. Only by first theorizing the tools which we can use to detect an anti-EU party in Greece, only then we can begin and try to measure the level of expressed Euroscepticism that it holds.

We can, at some level, measure the level of Euro-sceptic expression by looking into the subject party’s share of passed votes towards significant EU policy implementation in a national parliament. For example – national memorandum. By first detecting an anti-EU party and then looking into how it supports such policies, we can as a small level measure the expressions of Euroscepticism of that party towards the European Union. Although this is not sufficient enough to truly measure anti-EU sentiment, because a party may express its consideration of the European Union in many more ways that only voting against its policies. We can add few more conditions in seeking to measure an anti-EU sentiment of a political party.

We cannot forget that parties may even use national referendum as an opportunity to act Eurosceptic for their benefit. Although, different political actors may use different means to present their solutions to multiple problems. Euroscepticism in this case may be of two types in a political party: 1) Passive; 2) Blocking. The passive type tends to seek evaluation of worth polity change. Completely operating through discussion and public emotions. The blocking type of party would seek in this case to progressively block any transformation, federalization or constitutionalization. It would seek more to support market integration and only mild conservative polity integration.

Further we will present how such a party of two types would seek to use a European issue and in what field of polity it would apply it

Figure 5: Applicable flow of Euroscepticism.

- How a party uses and European issue in inner-party competition of a nation state. Does a party use an European issue that is hold opposition to when fighting for support and battling other parties for power in a state? This can give us an understanding which political views, which are attached negatively with the European Union, are used by political parties.

17 in a political party: 1) Passive; 2) Blocking. The passive type tends to seek evaluation of worth polity change. Completely operating through discussion and public emotions. The blocking type of party would seek in this case to progressively block any transformation, federalization or constitutionalization. It would seek more to support market integration and only mild conservative polity integration.

18 By using the arguments from H. Jorg-P. Wilde research on Euroscepticism, we notice that they argue on two active types of Eurosceptics parties can we can see. One is more passive like and demanding for change. The other is of a blocking nature, which seeks to block any further EU encroachment whatever. We seek to follow the action types of possible Eurosceptic parties that were presented by A. Szczepaniak, P. Taggart's their research on Eurosceptic party actions within a state polity. We will use their definitions of what a party can do and why it does it to exploit a European issue in a polity contestation.
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parties in a political system and what weight/importance it hold. Does a political party use an European issue when criticism other political parties of the same system in order to present them negatively? Such path of action may help us to see if a political party, previously labeled as an anti-EU party, uses an European issue to act as an Eurosceptic party in a system of multiple parties.

- How an European issue is featured in a public debate of political issues of a nation state? Does a presumably Eurosceptic party emphasize an European issue that it opposes in a public sphere of debate? In other words, does such party try to draw attention from the public to this issue at the same time presenting its constructed opposition towards it? If a nation’s political issues and European issue is featured, does this issue attract support from plausible anti-EU parties? These questions can help us to better seek and evaluate what issues (attached to the European Union) are used in a public debate of parties and which parties are most active in presenting it.

- How much support does such party gain from the public in a form of political support and votes. Does a political party uses an European issue in its political/election program. In other words, does a political party, when fighting in elections or in a parliament, actively have an anti-EU policy in its inner workings. If a political party not only seeks to draw attention from the public to a certain European issue, but also has anti-EU policies on such issue, it may use its anti-EU policy to gain support from the voters. Thus if a party actively emphasizes its negative stance on EU and seeks to draw support from the public in order to implement its anti-EU policies, we can see this as a measurement opportunity. Although we need to emphasize that the size of such party does not hold major importance in this case, because we seek to measure and detect the anti-EU policies that it carries with its political program.

By adding these measurement criteria to our study, we can broaden our measurement of Euroscepticism not only in a political system of a state, but also in the inner actions of political parties that are a part of such system. By expanding out view of a certain measurements we can get a broader spectrum of possible anti-EU expression formations attached to an Eurosceptic party.

**Formulating Method of Analysis**

In the previous parts of this paper we have discussed different ways to indicate and measure Euroscepticism in a political party [2,5,8,9,11,12]. Following methodology from these authors, presented in previous chapters, a path of analysis is form, which will indicate, evaluate and analyze Euroscepticism in Greek political party sphere. This analysis is formed out of 4 main criteria, each of which will split Euroscepticism into separate interconnected segments:

- Synthesizing a new method from previously described methodologies:
  1) Perception of EU – how does the party see EU?
  2) Measuring level of critique – To which camp of Euroscepticism does the party belong: Soft/Hard Euroscepticism.
  3) Sources of critique and their ability to change – what are the main sources of such critique, that take form of eurosceptic arguments/expressions, and how do they tend to change?
  4) Application of critique - how is it being applied?

These four factors (criteria) of perception, measurement, change, application will each define a different section of Euroscepticism analysis in Greek political parties. Each of the factors will be based upon previously discussed methodology of conducting a study of Euroscepticism. This will not only give us a fleshed out understanding of each elements, but also present a form of contrast.

**Perception of EU**

Firstly I will present each active political party in Greece and apply my previously presented criteria (how does a party see and describe the EU) following Vasilopoulou’s methodology of evaluating party perception of European integration by looking into how a party sees itself and its country whitening the EU by past, present and future. Thus we will evaluate how each of the political party’s active in Greece sees parts of principal, practice, future European integration. In detail we will understand how a party sees the principal idea of EU, how that idea is being implemented in practice and what the future of EU is in its eyes. This will indicate to which concurrent aspect of the European Union integration a party seems to be orientated mostly in their critic/displeasement. Does a party critique in EU integration, EU institutional balance or EU’s evolution in the speeches of party leaders, party campaign rhetoric, and publicly described political goals. Also, this will allow us see to what the party dedicates most attention when referencing EU. Thus, we will start to see how each of the political parties sees the need, or lack thereof, to criticize EU.

**Measuring level of critique**

Secondly we will apply Taggart and Szerbiak [13,14] methodology of Hard/Soft Euroscepticism to each party and position it on the camps of soft, hard Euroscepticism or pro-EUism raging from Rejectionist-Maximalist Euroscepticism which will allow us to sufficiently group Greece’s political parties to their respected labels of Eurosceptic behavior either in Pro-European or Anti-European. This will also allow us to more clearly separate them within camps of Euroscepticism and eurosceptic behaviors.

When previously detecting to which part of EU idea (principle, practice or future) the critique is aimed, we will be able to correlate it coinciding with camps of Hard/Soft Euroscepticism, depending of the party challenging the status quo of current EU order. By looking into how a party challenges the current order with its rhetoric, party program and on what degree it does that, we see how it places itself to either of three: Rejectionist, Conditional or Compromising Euroscepticism, which will aid us in the later stages of this paper.

**Sources of critique and their ability to change**

Thirdly, depending on a level of Euroscepticism detected in each of the analyzed active political parties of Greece, we will apply Vasilopoulou’s reevaluated method of labeling Euroscepticism, which exists as rejectionist, conditional or compromising. This will allow us to indicate the critique and the compliance level of eurosceptic parties towards the EU. In detail this will show us how a party sees possible future cooperation with the European polity. In addition to this, application of ‘sources of Euroscepticism’ as suggested by Mudde, Rokkan, Lipset and Kopecky [6] will allow to place the party either in a Strategic or Ideological camp of Euroscepticism – allowing to better understand the source of anti-EU critique.

By looking into how a party phrases its public critique, from what grounds it draws it and does such critique stay consistent (does not radically change with current events) will allow us to detect main sources of such critique and in addition - on what grounds does an analyzed
party base its eurosceptic behaviors – ideology or strategy. Does it seek to reject all that is EU or rather, seeks to change existing conditions of compliance or is willing to compromise in order to achieve a certain goal? Also, from where does a party draw its eurosceptic critique (what fuels the critique in a specific party)? Thus we will detect to which level of cooperation is the party aiming for and willing to cooperate within the European political community in addition to source factors of strategic or ideological Euroscepticism.

Application of critique

To further analyze Euroscepticism in Greek political parties, we will seek to apply Börzel, Risse [11] and Olsen [12] views on Reactionary Euroscepticism and assign it to either reactionary, provocative or anti-EU reactive behavior. To do so we will look to which EU policy spheres does a party aim its public critique in order to change, reject it or reform it. This will indicate whether previously measured Euroscepticism can be defined as responsive to:

1. Reacting to a certain aspect of EU (EU institutions, EU policy) or mainly as a result of EU ongoing integration policies.
2. Seeks to gain a response or challenge the legitimacy of European elites.
3. Committed to anti-EU ideals and seeks to prove pro-EU arguments being wrong by different reasoning of the purpose of EU.

Previously measuring the level of Euroscepticism, we will apply Szczerbiak and Paul Taggart’s Eurosceptic elements seen in political parties we will see how Eurosceptic issues and behavior is noticeably seen/used in each of the party’s rhetoric, public opinion, political claims.

By following these steps, we will start from party perception of EU integration principals in its political rhetoric, move through measuring such perception and evaluating the ability of it to be subject to future change, and finally reach the possible varieties of how parties may use/are using now anti-EU critique in their political lives, public political statements and opponent critique.

Research and Analysis of Greece Active Parliamentary Political Parties

As we have presented and discussed methods of detecting and evaluating Euroscepticism in a political system in previous parts of this paper, now we need to apply these evaluating methods to Greece’s political party system and parties that are a part of this system.

This will serve us in evaluating the most and least Eurosceptic parties currently active in Greece’s political party system.

To achieve this we will delve into Greece’s political party’s ideology spectrum, policy, program and behavior. First we will seek to place Greece’s political parties in their corresponding places on the ideological spectrum as to better define their background.

Firstly we will look into the current Greece party’s so that we would understand the identity of those parties. As we previously discussed in our previous chapters, the concurrent source of Euroscepticism, that sometimes takes form of critique of EU, may seem to draw its power from a negatively seen danger that the European Union possesses to a nation state identity, sovereignty or party beliefs. In this case, the introductory positioning of a party in Greece can help us evaluate what that party’s stance on Euroscepticism should be. Although the question - is EU dangerous to the old understanding of a nation state, can we answer both positively and negatively (pro/con EU), we can see it coming from an ideological understanding of what is a nation, what are its role, how it should be defined. Main source of question most of the times is seen as – Nationalist, and its enforcement in a party’s agenda. By this, presenting the descriptive position of a party may help us in understanding how its political views may be influencing the existence or lack thereof – of Euroscepticism.

Current active Greek parliamentary parties

Left-wing: The Coalition of the Radical Left SYRIZA (Left-wing) “Unitary Social Front” - a political party in Greece better known by its acronym SYRIZA. The Founding Congress of the new party defined itself as a party of the democratic and radical Left, which has its roots in popular struggles for Greek independence, democracy and social and anti-fascist movements in Greece. SYRIZA promotes is position to abolish the memoranda signed with the Troika of lenders. This serves a party’s agenda and re-negotiate the loans with Greece’s creditors. At the same time it seeks officially promote a program of social and economic reconstruction that encompasses development that promotes human needs and well-being and respects nature.

To further analyze Euroscepticism in Greek political parties, we will apply 

• The River POTAMI (Centre-left) – a political party in Greece originally founded by Stavros Theodorakis (respected journalist in Greece) in the year 2014. POTAMI, as told by its founder, does seek to have an ideological basis, but rather be a steering party which promotes development that promotes human needs and well-being and respects nature. SYRIZA presents it position of denouncing the dominant extreme neoliberal and euro-Atlantic policies this party believes that they must and should be transformed radically in the direction of a democratic, social, peaceful, ecological and feminist Europe, open to a socialist and democratic future. This is why SYRIZA is in favor of cooperation and coordinated action of left forces and social movements on a pan-European scale.

This political party can be considered Left-Wing in an ideological spectrum within itself encompassing ideologies of: Democratic Socialism, Eco-Socialism, Alter Globalization, Left-Wing Populism, and Libertarian Socialism.


create more jobs, reverse minimum wage cuts, and include
aimed taxation and to work with their ‘European peers’. This
indicates that this party, though not labeling itself ideologically,
could be positions in the center-left political spectrum with no
conclusive indication of avoiding future political waning.

• Movement for Democratic Socialists (KIDISO) is one of the
youngest political parties in Greece established in 2015 by
G. Papandreou from split parts of the Panhellenic Socialist
Movement party23. Party goals are described as ‘liberating
the Greek people from new dependence’ and fighting for the
middle class Greek citizen, green policies and principles of all
united socialists24. KIDISO seeks to be very much focused on
the financial crisis of Greece as in their party goals it is quite
often referenced as the cause for current Greek problems25.
Although the party is quite young in Greek political sphere, it
express much rhetoric towards the current financial problems
that Greece is facing. KIDISO seeks to reform the current
Greece polices, as to avoid further financial disasters, and to
destroy the shackles of current Greek patronage system. As
a left-wing party, KIDISO seeks to review the current Greek
vertical distribution of power and wealth – following leftist
beliefs.

• The Communist party of Greece (far-left) – a political
party in Greece was originally founded in 1918 under a name of
‘Socialist Labor Party of Greece’ and can be considered one of
the oldest political parties in Greece. This political party could
even be seen as a relic of communist in Greece. The party prides
itself on contributing to international communist movement
and to the struggle against imperialism26. Although this party
can be criticized for being a “political fossil”, its ultra-leftism
presents a sufficient contrast not only to the political division
within Greece, but also the political take upon the economic
European Union. The party even tend to criticize parties
as the Golden Dawn and Syriza as being “byproducts of the
confusion” that was created in recent years27. Thus this party
can be seen taking a strong ideological stance upon events that
are conspiring in Greek political scene. This political party did
not change much in the period of 20 years, which indicates
a strong ideological dependency and effort to maintain such
dogmatic28 belief. Because of this, we should be able to see
strong leftist beliefs and ideological expressions within this
party’s political rhetoric and party program.

Centre-right and centre-left

• Union of centrists (non-parliamentary party) is a political
party in Greece, which was founded by Vassilis Leventis
and established in 1992. This political party’s place in the
ideological spectrum most resembles centrism29. The party of
the Center Union claims to be the only historical continuity of
the once mighty party of the Centre Union of the late George
Papandreou30. Union of Centrists seems to be one of the oldest
and active parties of modern Greece – being active in Greece
parliamentary elections (in a participatory form). The Union
of Centrist states that the center belief area is the only political
space that was served by people and with required dignity.
Party seeks to change Greek political scene by democratic
means and without fanaticism. Surprisingly the party states
(in its party goals) that is does not seek to ‘win elections’ or
to govern. Because of this Union of Centrists seem to more likely
seek influencing the political sphere of Greece without direct
participation in government formation.

• New Democracy ND (Centre-right) is a liberal-conservative
political party in Greece that was founded in the year of 1974 by
Konstantinos Karamanlis, who was a part of the government
transition in Greece from a military dictatorship to a
democracy. New Democracy is one out of two major historical
parties in the state. This political party was in favor of entering
the European Union, at a time called European Economic
Community31. New Democracy promoted liberalism ideas as
to indicate the acceptance of the European integration. Its
ideology is socially conservative, with economically liberal
elements. ND supports and, as a governing party, implements
the economic bail-out program for Greece. This political party
supports greater economic liberalization, privatization, lower
taxes and is strongly for European integration, but seeks to
oppose EU bailout.

• Panheliemic Socialist Movement PASOK (Centre-left) – is a
political party in Greece, which was original founded in the
year 197432. This political party was founded by radical Marxist
inspired elements, which seek to dissolve the military powers
(left after the fall of military dictatorship) of that time and to
impose stronger government control over the state economy
and regulation. Still, with the popularity of Marxism falling
over the decades, this political party adapted and transformed
into a more main stream social democratic party and became
the second leading historical party in Greece. Although the
party started as a leftist political party, over time it drifter more
to the center and became a more center-left party with strong
leftist roots.

Right-wing

• Golden Dawn XA (Far-right) – political party in Greece formed
in 1991 (registered in 1993), which would be better described
as a far-right nationalist party of Greece. This political party
is a strong supporter of nationalistic values in Greece and
sometimes is labeled as a “neo-nazi” party, even though the
party itself does not see strong nationalism being a crime. This political parties sees itself as being a strong movement orientated not only towards national politics, but also European level politics. The nationalistic nature of Golden Dawn can’t be mistakes due to the party’s strong pro-national rhetoric and agitation of nationalistic values and their importance in current Greece politics. Due to this, we can see this party being the ‘active’ voice of nationalism in current Greece politics as this party describes itself as the major voice of nationalistic values for the Greek people.

- Independent Greeks (Right-wing) - political party founded in Greece in the year 2012 by former member of Parliament Panos Kammenos, which was previous expelled for ‘New Democracy’ political party due to opposite to party views voting. This party is better described as a populist, rightwing movement, which promotes patriotic values and opposes economic deals imposed over Greece by the European Union (first and second Memorandums). This political party could be seen as a reactionary party formed in the period of Troika-Greece negotiations of Greek debt. The party seeks to revoke the agreements that the previous-current Greek government conducted with the European Union as sees them as illegal and conspiratorial. In sum: this political party is much orientated not mainly on promoting a specific ideology, but rather aiming to oppose actions that the European Union and its institutions had imposed over Greece associated with the state debt crisis.

Selected the current politically active parties in Greece that participated in the last 2015 September election. The votes that each political party had received are presented below (Table 1).

Now that we have briefly presented the current electorally important political parties in Greece, we can start to delve deeper into their policies in order to detect and analyze the levels of possible Euroscepticism and its expressions seen in those parties.

Perception of EU

In the previous parts of this paper we have explain various ways of measuring and detecting Euroscepticism in a political party. In addition to that, we have also present a model upon which we will act in analyzing Euroscepticism in political parties of Greece. Now will take upon reviewing how political parties of Greece measure in acceptance of 3 EU principals – principal, practice, future, which were described by S. Vasilopoulou (2009). To explain in greater detail, we will select each of the active Greek political parties and apply this methodology to each one of them. This will serve in understanding how each of the active political parties view European Integration and measure their ‘believe’ in the European Project.

We will split the Greek parties into parliamentary and non-parliamentary Greek parties, where parliamentary parties hold the higher relevance due to their direct ability to participate in Greek government decision making.

Current Greek parliamentary parties

The Coalition of the radical left (SYRIZA) will be our first subject of analysis

- **Principal**: The principal belief in the European integration can most simply be defined as a wish and willingness for any type of cooperation at a European level. The dominant problem for SYRIZA was dealing with the Greek debt crisis and demand from the EU to assume fiscal responsibility. SYRIZA campaign on goals of “Man over Profits” and further signaled as it would protect the Greek people from overly harsh austerity measures. Still, SYRIZA did not indicate that it would utterly non-negotiate with the European Union – showing us that it seeks further negotiation, but not utter rejection. Thus, this political party seeks further cooperation with EU, but not to leave it. Also, it does not completely reject EU austerity measures, but rather seeks to negotiate them. This is one of the main goals of this party – to secure the interests of the Greek people in the European Union. Also, from latest statement of the party, it does not seek for Greece to leave the euro zone – signaling its wishes of Greece’s participation following principal ideas of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Votes</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Seats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coalition of the radical left (SYRIZA)</td>
<td>2,245,978</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New democracy (ND)</td>
<td>1,718,694</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden dawn (XA)</td>
<td>388,387</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The river (to potami)</td>
<td>373,924</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communist party of Greece (KKE)</td>
<td>338,188</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent greeks (ANEL)</td>
<td>293,683</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan hellenic socialist movement (PASOK)</td>
<td>289,469</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement of democratic socialists (KIDISO)</td>
<td>152,557</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union of centrists (EK)</td>
<td>110,923</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>269,069</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: 2015 Greece parliamentary elections results (ElectioResource.org).
integration. If SYRIZA would not believe in the principal of EU integration, it would not seek to still remain a part of such integration and would completely disregard it. In its party’s ‘Founding Declaration’, SYRIZA still regards EU as a positive element to the European community. Thus Greece still remains an integral part of EU in the eyes of SYRIZA.

- **Practice:** The practice believe in the European integration can defined as cooperation on European integration defined by the institutional balance the state has with the European Union. Here lays a balance of intergovernmentalism and supranational level of cooperation with the European Union. Here we can see how SYRIZA seeks the balance of institutional power between Greece and EU institution. SYRIZA cannot be described as a pushover party when dealing with EU bureaucracy. SYRIZA is well known for standing up against EU institutions when being presented by, as described, humiliating deals, which indicates that this political party does seek to represent national interests on an international scale of the European Community. In this case SYRIZA is willing to disagree with supranational institutions, even when dealing with harsh political/financial problems. To add to this, SYRIZA’s main concern with current EU’s establishment is described as ‘one dominated by Germany’, to which this party expresses much concern. Although, it had seemingly overplayed its hand dealing with EU institutions and Greece bailout, SYRIZA’s actions of standing against or seeking to compromise shows that this party believes that the practice of EU integration is best achieved in a subtle balance of power between Greece and EU, which in turn requires disagreement on EU institutional power balance over the national level in order to protect Greek interests. Thus, SYRIZA is not allowing EU to dictate unopposed, but tends to compromise when needed or if there is no other way.

- **Future:** The future belief in the European integration can defined the willingness and legality to participate in a possibly closer union. This becomes a question of – how much power SYRIZA is ready to transfer from Greece’s national level to EU’s supranational. SYRIZA believes that EU can be “…transformed radically in the direction of a democratic, social, peaceful, ecological and feminist Europe…”44, which in turn signals that the current future where Europe is heading does not comply with the party’s vision. In this case SYRIZA, a leftist party, seeks the “re-foundation” of Europe from artificial divisions. We can see that SYRIZA is seeking a closer union in Europe, but not in the way it is seen today. In his latest speech45 Alexis Tsipras emphasized that Europe should solve problems, such as Greece debt crisis, not separately, but together. That this is not a problem for only Greece, but the whole European Community. We can see this as goals for ever closer union, but cannot see it as a goal for a union ruled by EU institutions. The party and its leader indicates that an ever closer can be achieved by cooperation and not imposed unification. In this case we can view the belief in the future principal of Europe being uncertain and rather requiring re-definition and not acceleration of its current path.


dimension: 595.3x841.9

**Indication:** 1). Principal – Agree; 2). Practice – Disagree; 3). Future – Disagree.

**The River (POTAMI):**

- **Principal:** POTAMI is a relatively new party founded in 2014. Because of this the party had not much time to experience conducting politics with the European Union. Still, when looking into belief of the party in the European integration, the principal believe in EU can still be distinguished none the less. POTAMI is seeking to actively participate in European politics and even aiming more towards EU elections rather than national ones. This party sees itself as a pro-EU political party and openly promoted the need for new politics in Greece to combat the current Greek political elites. The party leader Stavros Theodorakis even praised SYRIZA (seen in Greece as an Eurosceptic party) party leadership in keeping Greece in the euro zone following the 2015 EU Summit in Brussels. This shows that POTAMI party and its leadership strongly believe in sustaining EU cooperation and maintaining Greece position within the union. In his recent interview with German news outlet, Stavros Theodorakis strongly called out other Greek parties for being anti-EU fanatics and emphasized that he created his party "The River (POTAMI)" as a "…progressive pro-EU party..." to combat current Greek politics and anti-EU sentiment.

- **Practice:** Although POTAMI is not a ruling political party in Greece, it is still capable of presenting their views onto the current negotiations and activities related to the European Union. Firstly, POTAMI is seeking to be an active party in European politics, often aiming at EU level election on par

---

with the national level ones. POTAMI, as we will be able to see, seeks not to combat the recent power balance in EU, but take upon themselves to be a part of this power struggle. This shows that this progressive pro-EU labeled party sees European elections being not less important than the national ones. It does not seek more to combat the EU institutions, but rather be a part of them and thus, influence them to a certain degree. This political party believes that a certain balance of supranational and national institutions should be achieved so that both the EU and Greece would effectively solve the required problems facing them. POTAMI leadership sees EU politics as available to every Greek citizen. Because of this the party leadership often emphasizes its role in promoting “average” citizen candidates in European elections. This in turn indicates that this party does not see EU politics being above an average Greek citizen and more maintaining a certain balance - coming from national level participation in the EU level, is required. Thus we can say that POTAMI agrees that current practice of EU politics is not less important, nor is it less important of being a part of such politics. EU’s integration is necessary and further participation and efforts to influence EU’s institutions is needed.

**Future:** When looking into POTAMI and attempting to see how this political party sees closer Greek participation in the EU union, few things stand out: how this party sees the importance of EU and what role it gives to Greece in that participation. Because POTAMI is viewed in the public eye as a pro-EU party, sufficient to say that it would see a bright future for Greece in EU. Stavros Theodorakis regarded EU as being “… despite its problems, it serves as the only successful example of interstate cooperation”. By this EU is understood as only successful example of such integration. This, in turn, means that POTAMI, at this moment (with its current leadership), sees EU as a good example of interstate cooperation and believes that by being a part of such cooperation, it as other states, should seek to push for forward integration. Also, party leadership seeks to avoid having anti-EU policies in Greece and is ready to fight against such policies. In a party that has no single ideology and is more constructed around a single person, these goals are indicative of party goals. Thus we can say that this political party sees closer integration and believes that Greece will be an important part of future of EU, more importantly the EU euro zone. We can’t see there being strong will to change the EU or to augment it by criticizing its current form. Just effort to influence it for the better. This party seeks more moderation and great participation in the EU from the public level (citizen government). Also, the benefits of being within the EU and following its customs and traditions are the grounds upon which Greece should act. Thus, the belief in the democratic European Union – the vision of EU, can be clearly seen in this party.

**Indication:** 1) Principal – Agree; 2) Practice – Agree; 3) Future – Agree.

**New Democracy**

**Principal:** The principal view of European Integration within New Democracy is regarded as being of strong support for integration within the European Union. New Democracy is also an older party, which was formed in 1974 – during the beginning stages of European Economic Integration. The founder of the party Konstantinos Karamanlis assured Greece entrance into EEC. Thus, this party had more time to be familiarized with EU founding principles and grow as the whole EU community grew. This puts New Democracy in a more experienced position of practice principal. Party’s defined struggle of ‘Why Fighting’ clearly states that New Democracy is for “A proud Greece within a united Europe!” Also, not like other Greek political parties that could be loosely regarded as Eurosceptic due to being of reactive nature to Greek debt crisis, this party had seen Greece’s entrance into EU and had already accepted the principal for such acceptance to have occurred at all. In sum, New Democracy believes in European integration and being a part of European monetary union the euro that it is willing to compromise with other parties, such as SYRIZA, to assure such integration to be maintained.

**Practice:** New Democracy is said, by its leader Evaggelos Meimarakis, willing to uphold Greece place in the European Union and seek to guarantee its future in further integration. When talking about the power balance of EU institutions against national ones, Evaggelos Meimarakis expresses that delay of EU institutional implementation is expected and sometimes necessary, stating that, when EU institutional policy to Greece is not applicable with party views or beliefs, that such policy should be changed or not applied. This shows that New Democracy and its leadership does not view EU supremacy over

---

a national state as a beneficial relationship of the two, but is still willing to agree upon it to secure Greece’s course in EU. This political party seeks a truly democratic Europe, where Greece would stand together with other nation states and be able to benefit from sustainable development of EU and its partners. New Democracy is also a member of the European people’s party69, which indicates that this party seeks to participate in larger European politics (acting as a part of a supranational party in EU’s Parliament)70. Although this political party differs in its current views of EU as it wishes to secure Greece’s course as an EU state, but disapproves of current union’s path. As expressed by E. Meimarakis, New Democracy seeks to restore the confidence in Greece that was brought down by Tsipras (SYRIZA).

- **Future:** New Democracy indicates that it is fighting for a united Europe. Still, when looking into how it would see further stronger integration within the European Union, party ideology clearly states its definition of European Integration being “…participate equally in a convergence of peoples, nation states, national cultures and national interests. This is European integration. Not the leveling of different nations. United Europe is a voluntary convergence with freedom and democracy, without relieve of our national identity.”71 This shows that this party sees EU as a combination of national states, not a federalized system. Thus, any integration programs that may cause the diminishment or threat to national identity may be views negatively. This puts future principal of EU in a rather intergovernmental position. New Democracy may be willing to support a union of national states, but not union of supranational Europe.


**The communist party**

- **Principal:** The Communist’s party view on the European integration, the party sees the European Union and the integration idea that it presents as a beneficial tool for uniting European Communists72 within the EU Parliament. Although the party emphasizes the negative effect of interference that the European Parliamentary left presents, it still seeks to again support from other communists. The party sees EU as an element for achieving peace and prosperity within Europe, but at the same time as a ground for capitalism, economic crisis and the rising of fascism73. To this we cannot avoid seeing the communists view of EU being of a quazy beneficial nature. The European Integration allowed capitalism to spread and take ground in Europe, thus giving ground to future economic crisis tied with the idea of capitalism. To this we can say that EU presents a tool for uniting European communists from other countries into a single group, but at the same time promoting capitalist, monopoly values in the ongoing integration. The Communist party seeks European Integration as a good thing, but with negative side effects that should be ‘combated’.

- **Practice:** The Communist’s party view on current power balance between EU and national institutions is somewhat troublesome. This is because the Communist Party sees the European Institutions as tools to change history74 and denounce the historic importance of the Soviet Union to the European history. The Communist party described EU institutional involvement in the Greek Debt crisis as an attempt to enforce capitalist values and devaluate the importance of the worker75. This is mainly due to the fact that in their eyes, parties such as SYRIZA had disappointed the Greek people and got influenced by the European Institutional powers. Because of this the Communist party believes that central planning of the economy within the state is needed and not the supranational implementation of foreign policies. The main accent of the Communist party is to “Disengage from EU” so that required necessary solutions of productive reconstruction could be implemented for the people of Greece76. Due to this the Communist Party seeks to combat any party that defends the capitalist system. The party seeks to unite the worker class in Greece and combat the pro-monopoly policies77, capital and EU itself. Due to this we can see that the Communist party does not agree on EU institutional oversight over national institutions and seeks for the national institutions (formed by the working class) to be the guides for Greek citizen going for prosperity and equality of the working class.

- **Future:** When talking about the future on European integration (closer union), the Communist’s party cannot avoid the ideological mentality of the party seeking to combat capitalist, exploitation and in-equality for the workers, and the very nature of European system on promoting financial crisis. Due to this, we can’t see the Communist party promoting the current path of European integration and wherever it is heading. This is because in doing so, they would promote the very thing they seek to combat. We can assume that as in the principal perception of EU, the Communist party seeks to unite the European Communist’s into a single powerful group to combat the promotion of capitalism and fascism in Europe. Although this can’t be achieved with the current system of the European Union. Thus, the belief in future integration of the European community would be not by the EU engineers design, but by a completely separate one. As the party describes: “…in a period of opposition to the EU should have acquired a radical content and led to the rejection of the capitalist development path itself which goes hand in hand with the our country’s participation in inter-state imperialist alliances, which are always formed on the basis of the unequal relations between states78.

---
69European People’s party ME’s. Source: http://www.eppgroup.eu/greece Checked: 2015-09-23
70Be a part of not only national level parliamentary political parties/groups, but also a part of supranational political parties/union and actively participate in supranational politics.
78The Communist Party of Greece. "Statement of the central committee of the KKE on European Integration as a good thing, but with negative side effects that should be 'combated'."

Panhellenic socialist movement (PASOK)

- **Principal:** PASOK describes its vision of Greek politics without foreign intervention\(^7\). In relation to the idea of European integration, it would seem that the party is torn into conflict. Still, PASOK defines the EU integration as benefitting to the regions neighboring Greece, and thus proving the ability to implement state benefitting policies. Although PASOK was very critical\(^7\) of the European Economic Community (during the Greek transition from a military dictatorship), it later enforced the Greek participation in the EC integration and refurnished its political views to better suit Greek political atmosphere of that time period\(^8\). Because of this, PASOK’s view of ongoing European integration was somewhat positive (as in positive for the South European region). This still goes into conflict with PASOK’s views of “Greece belongs to the Greeks” and further disregard to ‘foreign intervention’ that may be coming from Greece’s participation in the European Union. None the less, PASOK’s view, judging by its current ideals and goals described by the party itself, are in favor of the idea of European integration.

- **Practice:** How a certain party sees current balance of national and supranational (EU) institutions is always an important question to ask, especially with a party such as Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK). With the Greek debt crisis being an over present issue in Greek politics, the question of how should Greece negotiate with EU retains its importance in trying to see how a party sees current power balance with EU institutions. PASOK’s party leader Fofi Gennimata expresses the importance of Greece remaining in negotiations with EU on the term of financial aid (bailout) as it is imperative for the country to remain in the euro zone and to sustain stability within the union\(^9\). This PASOK’s leadership expression of importance in negotiating with EU institutions is described as “…a big yes to Europe and a big yes to the euro”\(^10\). This shows that the party leadership in seeking in not only remaining in the union and the Eurozone, but also saving Greece’s place within the European Union and retaining its economic/political obligations. Because of this, PASOK’s leadership sees the current balance of power with EU institutions as an important part of recovering Greek economic prosperity and sustaining beneficial relations with EU vis-à-vis Greece being a part of Europe. This comes in relation of the first bailout agreement being signed by a PASOK formed Greek government back in 2010\(^11\). Still, with PASOK’s major loss in the last Greek elections of 2015 to seemingly euro sceptic parties may in turn force the party to stronger agitate its support of EU\(^12\). Although the party denied its backing of the ruling SYRIZA (back in August of 2015) in regards on accepting another EU bailout (which could indicate disapproval of EU oversights)\(^13\), it later agreed on backing new austerity measures in hopes of securing another critical financial aid, indicating a turn-around\(^4\).

- **Future:** As indicative of PASOK’s view on the principal part of EU integration, same indications can be noticed being applied to the future principal – as for example the importance that PASOK grants to Greece staying not only as a member of EU, but also a member of the euro zone (retaining Greece as a part of modern Europe). In its strategy for growth, PASOK underlines the importance of creating and improving the European framework for regulation and supervision of markets\(^5\). This indication of EU importance not only for Greece’s development, but also for the whole European region shows the weight that PASOK grants on being a part of the future of integration. The importance that PASOK’s views give on creating and managing a wider and more inclusive European network, shows that furthering the integration process, in the party’s views, is not as unavoidable, but rather mandatory for Greece and its neighbors. Still, the party expresses the obstacle of current EU monetary policies in regards of Greek recovery and seeks to “change associations in Europe” indicating that the current course of EU integration policies requires revision\(^6\).


d\(^7\)PASOK political party of Greece. Official party page “Our Movement”. Source: http://www.pasok.gr/%CF%84%CE%B7-%CE%BA%CE%AF%CE%BD%CE%B7-%CE%BC%CE%B1/ Checked: 2015-09-13

d\(^8\)PASOK Founding Declaration of Basic Principles and Goals (1974). Source: http://www.pasok.gr/%CF%84%CE%B7-%CE%BA%CE%AF%CE%BD%CE%B7-%CE%BC%CE%B1/ Checked: 2015-09-13


d\(^10\)Greek2Day article titled: “PASOK’s leader Fofo Gennimata appeals to EU leaders for initiatives to end crisis” 2015-09-13

d\(^11\)Same as previous

d\(^12\)EuroActv article titled: “Syrisa warming up to PASOK. Source: http://www.euroactiv.com/sections/elections/syriza-warming-pasok-317360 2015-09-22

---

\(^8\)BreitBart news article titled: ‘The end of the Center left?’ Greece’s socialist party loses to both hard-left and neo-nazis/ 2015-09-13


\(^11\)PASOK party page. Our Positions - Our strategy of growth! Source: http://www.pasok.gr/%CF%84%CE%B7-%CE%BA%CE%AF%CE%BD%CE%B7-%CE%BC%CE%B1/ Checked: 2015-09-25

\(^12\)Same as previous. Section on ‘Macroeconomics framework – budgetary balance.’


---

\(^7\)BREITBART NEWS ARTICLE TITLED: ‘THE END OF THE CENTER LEFT?’ GREECE’S SOCIALIST PARTY LOSSES TO BOTH HARD-LEFT AND NEO-NAZIS/ 2015-09-13


\(^11\)PASOK PARTY PAGE. OUR POSITIONS - OUR STRATEGY OF GROWTH! SOURCE: HTTP://WWW.PASOK.GR/%CF%84%CE%B7-%CE%BA%CE%AF%CE%BD%CE%B7-%CE%BC%CE%B1/ CHECKED: 2015-09-25

\(^12\)SAME AS PREVIOUS. SECTION ON ‘MACROECONOMICS FRAMEWORK – BUDGETARY BALANCE.’


European integration and fully discourages and disagrees with the importance of past/current European integration led by the Western European powers. To add to this, the EU motto of ‘United in Diversity’ openly clashes with Golden Dawn’s strong nationalist beliefs, so to say that this party believes in EU would come in conflict with the party identity. Golden Dawn sees Greece’s entrance in the European Union and the euro zone as utterly destructive decision for the Greek economy and its people6. Due to this, Golden Dawn could not be seen supporting the principal idea of European integration conducted in the European Community (EU).

- **Practice**: Golden Dawn’s policy of denouncing the European Union and seeking to ‘liberate’ Greece from it, we do not hope to see much positivity on how this party considers EU institutions and current power balance for Greece within the union. Golden Dawn sees European elites sitting in Brussels as ‘criminals’10, and to this we can indicate that the party strongly disapproves of EU institutions and their policy being a factor in Greek politics. As presented previously in the principal section, Golden Dawn seeks to reinforce nationalism in Greece and sees the European Union as the reason for all current Greek financial problems. Thus, appeasement of EU institutions is not a goal for Golden Dawn, but rather the opposite – firm disapproval. Golden Dawn strong nationalism, which often results in uses of violence, can be seen clashing with the European idea of promoting peace and unity through democratic means55. Even though Golden Dawn has seats in the European Parliament10, the party did not receive much support from other EP far-right parties and seems to purely spread its disapproval of EU. It is hard not to say that Golden Dawn is solely aimed against EU when it’s party program so often and strongly references disapproval or “hate” for EU as a whole5. Thus, the practice principal of working with EU institutions and balancing the power between supranational and national levels can be seen by Golden Dawn as actions that should be avoided and rejected.

- **Future**: When trying to determine Golden Dawn’s view on the future principal of the European Union, it is unavoidable to disregard their strong position on current EU affairs and the union itself as described in principal and practice sections. A strong nationalizing party movement, that is this party, often capitalizes on pro-nationalistic rhetoric when addressing not only the Greek ‘sovereignty’, but also the recent refugee influx into Europe5. This kind of rhetoric criticizes EU not for the sake of EU reform, but more for the sake of refusal to participate in conduction of EU policy. As many other parties previously discussed seek to reform the European Union in their own way, Golden Dawn seeks more to cut all major ties with it55. To this we can see that Golden Down does not seek to participate in the EU as it seeks to ‘liberate’ Greece from it.


**Independent Greeks**

- **Principal**: Independent Greeks party declared in their 2012 ‘Founding Declaration’ that their political stance if for united Europe, which is combined of equal sovereign member states17. Even though the party criticizes EU for denying independence which leads to international isolation and denial of other possible alliances, the belief in the principal idea of European integration is seen here as it fits the willingness and belief in the cooperation of European states for prosperity and security10. The biggest concern about the principal idea can be seen as the EU’s strong interconnectivity, which often leads states (as Greece) to question their sovereignty as a nation within the union. Still, the integration process is being seen positively not only for Greece, but for the entire European continent10. To this the Independent Greeks party views tend to favor integration instead of state isolation – as does the Golden Dawn pol. Party. Independent Greeks are seen to support the unification process of European countries, although stressing at the same time the importance of such unification to remain centered on sovereign nation states standing as equals rather than subordinates.

- **Practice**: Independent Greeks party often sees the EU institutions as over-pressuring in their “…harsh, restrictive policies…”24 directed to Greece (Greek debt crisis)23. In his speech party chairman Panos Kammenos expressed that the party support the European Union and its institutions only if the union is based on equal cooperation of member states and the respect of national institutions is on the same level as supranational EU ones24. At the current state, EU is described as “…nothing but an autocracy, which sells off the economies of other member states…”24. This indicates, that although Independent Greeks generally believe in the European integration or the principal idea and its benefits, the current state of power balance between EU and its member states negatively impacts its members (such as Greece). To this Independent Greeks tend to express their concern as they see Greece being used and underpowered by entities such as the Troika (when dealing with Greek debt crisis).

- **Future**: When talking about Independent Greeks views on the future of the European Union, in their official political rhetoric, the party leadership does not single out EU as being the only future partner of Greece, but rather encourages that Greece should look not only to the West, but also to the
East \(^{109}\). This shows us that EU is not being single out as the only future partner of the Greek people and that the European integration is not the ‘only choice’ for strategic partnership. One of the main issues that is of concern to the Independent Greeks is Germany’s domination of the European Union and its policies \(^{105}\). Germany is seen in the eyes of Independent Greeks treating Greeks “…not as its partner, but as its master”. Germany being one of the major players in European politics, this can be of concern to states such as Greece. This is because when dealing with the future principal of the European integration, Independent Greeks seeks equal partnership for Greece with other European partners and not subjugation by one. This makes it to question the way that EU may be heading – not one of multiple independent states, but rather one dominated by a single state (Germany). This puts Independent Greeks party to not agree on cooperation with any pro-bailout political party, because it makes it seem that Greece and its interests are being sold. Panos Kammenos expressed his party views that Greece is not willing to leave the euro zone, even if the further bailout deals would fail through \(^{105}\). One important thing to mention – even though Independent Greeks seek to remain a part of EU, if Greece would be left behind alone in the crisis, certain measures would be taken to make EU suffer for it \(^{106}\). The willingness for Greece to be taken seriously is quite present in Independent Greeks leadership views as the party would be willing to leave the government rather than supporting a new ‘unfair’ bailout agreement \(^{107}\). We can see that Independent Greeks current position may be that of willingness to stay in the European Union and participate in the integration process, but at the same time express concerns and critique of the current order of things that is a part of the EU. Mainly EU domination by its large member states and not having the ability to cooperate with far eastern partners such as Russia and China.

Indication: 1) Principal – Agree; 2) Practice –Disagree; 3) Future – Disagree.

### Non-parliamentary Greek parties

**Union of centrists**

- **Principal:** Union of Centrists openly admits that the European integration is not only beneficial to Greece, but also the entire European continent. This political party views the principal idea of integration as a great path for European development, not only assuring democratic security, but also financial. When Union of Centrists express their views on the idea of European integration, this political party praises the EU for presenting a way of European development that the continent requires \(^{108}\). This political party not only agrees to support the European Union in its outgoing development, but also seeks to promote the practicality of such integration of European states. Generally, Union of Centrists support the need and the use of European integration in its principal form as it is a way for Europe to progress \(^{109}\). In addition to this, this political party believes in the need for maintaining solidarity between member states not only in the political unification, but also in financial (euro).

- **Practice:** Looking into how the Union of Centrists views the current progression of EU and power balance between member states, this political party speaks for maintaining unification of all member states, adoption of proportional electoral system for all EU member states, common polity for all member states (trade, tourism, rural development, pension) and financial solidarity. When other parties, such as SYRIZA \(^{110}\), seeks to oppose the growing power of EU institutions, Union of Centrists seem to seek its enforcement if a form of an ever closer union. When addressing the Greek debt crisis, the Union of Centrist seek Greece to be viewed as a compliant EU member - when dealing with EU and IMF policy enforcement \(^{111}\). This political party seeks the adoption of a European Constitution, addressing that its previous failed adoption (in the year 2004) was delayed due to other EU members \(^{112}\). This signals that this party seeks further integration of the European Union, which may take form of stronger EU institutions enforcing a common policy in a form of a constitution and uniform policy making. We also cannot notice large opposition to EU institutions as the party indicates its position of EU institutional growth. Noticeable element to explain this party’s promotion of ever closer union (economically, diplomatically and militarily) is to create a counter-weight to the United States. In sum: Union of Centrists seeks to great an EU superpower state by means of closer unification and integration. This indicates that this party seeks not only a stronger EU institutional base, but also in an agreement of its current practice (promoting even closer integration).

- **Future:** As this party seeks the European Union to become a new super state (in the practice section) and for Greece to be viewed as a compliant EU state, this shows that Union of Centrist believe in the future of the union taking a more unified form. The only requirements from the EU that this party seeks is for EU to continue strengthening EU’s democratic, financial and political values in the form of further member state integration into a single economic, political and even military union, and inclusion of other countries as Russia in the future union development. Its major deviation for other parties, such
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\(^{109}\)Panos Kammenos speech at the International Schiller Institute 2015. The subject of the “Silk Road”. Source: http://newparadigm.schillerinstitute.com/media/panos-kammenos-la-grece-et-la-nouvelle-route-de-la-soie/ Checked: 2015-09-25


\(^{111}\)Interview with Panos Kammenos.


as Independent Greeks is that Union of Centrists view Russia being a part of future EU integration\(^\text{115}\). This political party does not seek to leave the EU. On the opposite, it seeks Greece to be integrated at a larger level. Union of Centriles believes that staying in the union and the euro – a way for Greece to reform and rebuild a stronger nation within Europe\(^\text{114}\). This political comes across as a slightly more EU patriotic party that others previously described. It does not see the future of EU being ‘reformed’ (in a form of Intergovernmentalism) as it sees it being pushed more forward (supranationalism).

Indication: 1). Principal – Agree; 2). Practice – Agree; 3). Future – Agree.

**Movement of democratic socialists (KIDISO)**

- **Principal**: Although agreeing on the principal benefits of European integrations, like parties such as SYRIZA and PASOK, KIDISO, on one hand stating that integration in beneficial, blames the principal idea of economic integration as the cause for current Greek financial problems\(^\text{116}\). KIDISO in its ‘Founding Declaration’ state’s that though European integration is promising, it fails at providing a stable economic cooperation sphere for different national markets (euro)\(^\text{116}\). This party being formed out of parts of Panheliemic Socialist Movement, it shares similar traits when regarding the principal view of European integration. Similarly to PASOK, KIDISO views EU as a promising platform for regional cooperation. KIDISO views EU’s contribution towards Europe of peace, solidarity and protection democratic states form of rule. This is how the Movement of Democratic Socialists attributes the benefits of the European project. When dealing with economic integration of EU, KIDISO is quite skeptical. Although with EU providing economic integration in a form of the euro, it lets national markets to become susceptible to crisis by interdependence of national economies. Generally cooperative European integration is agreed upon by KIDISO, but its endorsement of further political/economic integrations (making member states more susceptible to a global crisis) paves the way for disaster. It seems that KIDISO views more problems related to economic part of EU integration rather that purely political.

- **Practice**: KIDISO critiques EU for labeling members as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ states instead of recognizing the imperfections of the union when it comes to dealing with union wide problems i.e. the world financial crisis\(^\text{117}\). This political party also views EU and its policies being responsible for Greece and other EU member states economic problems during the world financial crisis – citing that does not have the ability to play a decisive role in the European development. KIDISO views current EU power balance being more dominated by single member states rather than going on a path of EU structure democratization\(^\text{118}\). KIDISO’s main critique of current form of EU is that the union is so weak, not democratic enough (for all its members) and to overcomplicated (in its form) to be an effective instrument of solving national and regional problems. Majority of rhetoric revolves around on EU not being democratic enough and ruled ‘by the strong’ rather than by the many. KIDISO blames EU’s austerity policies across EU threatening to consolidate a long period of recession and unemployment.

- **Future**: KIDISO describes EU currently as ‘being at a crossroad’\(^\text{119}\). When talking about the future principal of EU, KIDISO seeks the union to be further reformed so that member solidarity would be protected and future economic crisis would be prevented. It does not see EU being more closely integrated. On the opposite, KIDISO’ goals are to see EU as a union of sovereign states where non state would dominate over the other. This political party expresses major concerns about the future towards which EU is headed. If EU will not change its course, it will only cause problems to its member states\(^\text{120}\).


Now that we have evaluated Greek Parliamentary parties Perceptions of EU by factors of agreement or disagreement to three principals of European integration, these parties can be placed within a graph following S. Vassilopoulos’s methodology of evaluating party views on the European Union to better visually present their attitudes (Figure 6):

Following discovered perception of EU, we group discussed parties into the three tiers of Euroscepticism [8,9]. These tiers indicate the level of possible compliance towards EU and will aid in future sections of this paper:

- **Compromising parties**: Union of Centrists, The River, New Democracy, Panheliemic Socialist Movement (PASOK).
- **Conditional parties**: SYRIZA, Independent Greeks, Movement of Democratic Socialists, Communist party.
- **Rejectionist parties**: Golden Dawn.

**Measuring level of critique**

In the previous chapter we have discussed how each of Greek parliamentary parties perceive EU and its ongoing integration. Each party’s views of EU were detailed in 3 principal views: 1). Principal; 2). Practice; 3). Future. In this chapter we will seek to measure levels of Euroscepticism of each party following [13,14] methodology of Soft/ Hard Euroscepticism. The goal of this section will be to place each of Greek parliamentary party’s in their coinciding camps of measured

---


levels of Euroscepticism and label them according to Mudde and Kopecky’s [6] levels of expressed Euroscepticism.

Soft Euroscepticism

**SYRIZA:** As we summed up in the ‘Perception of EU’ part of this paper, SYRIZA agrees with the principal idea of the European integration, but disagrees with the practice and future principals of EU’s development. Due to this SYRIZA cannot be seen as a strong anti-EU party due to the party itself not advocating absolute and unconditional separation from the European Union. The party’s leftist Euroscepticism had remained intact since the Greek financial crisis. Hence, Syriza had sufficiently maintained a similar stance on EU and had only shifted its arguments to align with its political goals and critique of EU. Soft Eurosceptic parties tend to resemble acceptance towards EU, but with a degree with critique in favor of disagreement with the course that EU is taking or current attitudes towards policies/towards EU, but with a degree with critique in favor of disagreement with the current path and form that the European Union is taking. In this party’s rhetoric of EU, promoting EU”, take upon a stance of criticizing the current path and form that the European Union is taking. Though, the party had experienced a split of its member regarding what course of action should the party take when accepting/rejecting EU financial bailout funds. This in turn indicates, that part of the party is beginning to split into Euro-optimist, believing that Greece should follow EU’s guidance. Taking into consideration the nature of SYRIZA being a coalition of parties, it is quite possible for the party to represent semi-different views on certain aspects of party policy [15,16]. Still, SYRIZA is best known for taking anti-austerity stance when negotiating EU bailout funds. Though, the possibility

When trying to label types of eurosceptic expressions of SYRIZA, we need to first state that, the party itself started to gain large momentum in Greek votes since 2012 (16%) continuing till 2015 (35%-37%) [22], where it overtook the previously leading parties such as PASOK and New Democracy. This can be attributed to the rising disillusionment of the Greek people due to harsh EU bailout conditions, which favored parties promoting opposition towards EU – such as SYRIZA. This political party often used issues such as the debt crisis and lack of investment in Greece to promote its opposition towards EU institution (their decision to impose bailouts with their terms) and other EU member stances on Greek financial policies (such as Germany’s) [22]. This resembles Euro-pessimists stance according to Muide and Kopecky [22]. This political party, while not “religiously promoting EU”, take upon a stance of criticizing the current path and form that the European Union is taking. In this party’s rhetoric of EU, certain disagreements like: 1). Power balance between EU members; 2). EU harsh fiscal austerity policies regarding Greek debt crisis; 3). Greece’s place within the union, - indicate not an optimistic view of EU, but rather a pessimistic one which seeks to reform the current order within the union agitating that the current form of EU is not what it should be. Although, the party had experienced a split of its member regarding what course of action should the party take when accepting/rejecting EU financial bailout funds. This in turn indicates, that part of the party is beginning to split into Euro-optimist, believing that Greece should follow EU’s guidance. Taking into consideration the nature of SYRIZA being a coalition of parties, it is quite possible for the party to represent semi-different views on certain aspects of party policy [15,16]. Still, SYRIZA is best known for taking anti-austerity stance when negotiating EU bailout funds. Though, the possibility

---


---
of elements within the party to change their beliefs (due to changing political landscapes) can indicate the levels of compromising.

SYRIZA also most closely resembles Eurorealist beliefs with the party generally believing in the project of European Integration, but at the same time being dissatisfied with its current heading i.e. EU’s behavior towards Greece and imposed austerity measures139. SYRIZA does not agitate Greece leaving the European Union. On the contrary, it advocates Greece not only remaining the part of the union, but also the euro zone – as the party recognizes the financial benefits of Greece remaining an EU state. It seeks to renegotiate how Greece is being treated within the EU (in relation to the states debt crisis) and generally supports future cooperation of the European nations. Main objection of SYRIZA directed towards EU is the levels of austerity imposed over the state. The party seeks to fight and negotiate with EU, but does not seek to straightforwardly leave it.

Though, we also may see elements of euroracinic behavior in parts of the party. The recently split up faction of SYRIZA called ‘The Popular Unity party’, opposite to Tsipras, would grandly leave the euro if needed and would commit further steps of securing Greece’s interests.140 When such parts of SYRIZA split up in their political rhetoric (for example regarding the euro), contrary to the rhetoric of the party leadership138, it indicates certain division within the party, which may resemble different labels of Euroscepticism, hence - the division. Thus, because such being a result of division within the party, it does not let us label the whole party with the same label.

SYRIZA resembles a softer form of Euroscepticism. Not as drastic as a fully anti-EU party and not as enthusiastic as per-se Europhile party, SYRIZA implies negotiation with the European Union, criticizing its current policies and ‘path’, but not seeking to cut off all ties (political and financial) as remaining in the union for SYRIZA outweighs the benefits of leaving it.

Characterization – Soft Euroscepticism with Euro-pessimist and Eurorealist expressions.

Independent Greeks: As we summed up in the ‘Perception of EU’ part of this paper, the Independent Greeks (similar to SYRIZA on the need and benefits of EU’s integration), agrees with the principal idea of EU, but disagrees with the practice and future principals. This also places the Independent Greeks in the Soft Euroscepticism camp of Euroscepticism. Independent Greeks express similar concern on current EU bailout policies and EU oversight of Greece as SYRIZA131. Adding to this, the party is also in a coalition government with SYRIZA134. By both parties acting in a united coalitions, similarities are to be noticed: Independent Greeks value the idea of European integration as a positive thing, but have concerns on how it is shaped at this current time137. Similar to SYRIZA, Independent Greeks express disapproval of members of EU (such as Germany) dominating the European Union’s power balance138. This political party (in their states election and party goals), express the willingness to ‘guide EU to its purpose’, not agitating the dissolution of the union, but on the contrary – the reformation and rethink137. Independent Greeks also do not see Greece to leave the European Union or the euro - if it is not a last resort for the state. This political party, same as SYRIZA, is willing, if needed, to negotiate and even compromise with the European Union on implying austerity measures to Greece in order to maintain Greece’s place in the union138.

Due to the party generally agreeing with the idea of closer European integration, but expressing its concerns on how the union is perceived and formed now, we cannot label this party as a Hard Eurosceptic party. Independent Greeks lack the radicalism and full disapproval of EU that an anti-EU party would resemble. We also cannot label this party as a pro-European party due to its commitment to strongly oppose the European institutions and to ‘fight’ the EU itself (in a partnership with SYRIZA) on Greek bailout policies, agitating that such policies are “harsh and unfair”. If we were to place Independent Greeks in a camp of Euroscepticism, it would fit perfectly in the camp of Soft Euroscepticism.

When trying to label the levels of expressed Euroscepticism within the Independent Greeks political party, we come across the label of Euro-pessimists to be most fitting. Although we could see this political party resembling elements of Europhobes, the general party belief of the positivity of EU integration (rather than opposition to it) retains it more as a pessimistic party with realistic tendencies. In addition to this, the party’s agreement on the purpose and benefits of EU integration, at the same time critiquing how it is conducted, does not allow us to label this party Euroenthusiastic – as such party would resemble higher levels of acceptance in regards to EU policies/decisions.

Independent Greeks often express the beneficial thinking about Greece participating in the European integration, but at the same time raising concerns on how it is progressing at this moment140. In party’s official political program the party describes itself as generally believing in the European Union, but stating that it is not functioning as it is supposed to140. Similar to SYRIZA, Independent Greeks express displeasure with few EU members similarly being seen as the dominant powers in EU decision making vis-a-vi Germany. Independent Greeks tend to view Greek bailout crisis realistically and view the involvement of EU institutions pessimistically (as damaging to the Greek people). Thus, Independent Greeks party views of the


139Reuters article by H. Papachristou titled: ‘Greek conservative rebel battles German “domination”.’ Source: http://uk.reuters.com/article/2012/04/23/uk-greece-interview-sukbreej31c20120423


course of EU is rather optimistic, but expresses with realistic views. We could assume that this party is only seeking to receive benefits from EU by Greece’s participation in the union, acting as a Eurosceptic party, but the party’s acceptance of integration ideals do not allow us to label it as such. Due to this conception, Independent Greeks resemble Euroscepticism.


Movement of Democratic Socialists (KIDISO): The Movement of Democratic Socialists, as a party split from elements of PASOK, it does not share the same stance on the EU. As described in the perception of EU section, Movement of Democratic Socialist are more tend to criticise - indicative of the initial split from PASOK. This political party, similar to PASOK, agrees on the principal idea of EU integration, but it splinters regarding current and future principals of EU’s integration process. When attempting to place this party in a camp of Euroscepticism, it resembles a softer form of Euroscepticism. Although active in its critique of current EU and how it is responsible for the economic hardship that Greece had received and the current EU’s domination by some of its stronger member countries143, this political party cannot be considered a true Hard Eurosceptic party. This is because it does not agitate Greece’s withdrawal from the union, but rather acceptance and reform of its flaws144. Though strong its expressed blame towards the European Union and its institutions, this political party seeks more reform and revision of the union, not Greece’s absence from it. Its major critique is aimed at what EU had become instead of what if should have. Party’s acceptance of EU’s integration, but disapproval of its current action and form resembles a softer form of Euroscepticism, not hard or pro-EU position.

When attempting to label Euroscepticism of Movement of Democratic Socialists, this party is best seen as a Euro-pessimist party. Opposite to Euro-optimists, who would broadly accept how EU’s integration is progressing, Euro-pessimists see the European Union not functioning as it was intended. This applies to Movement of Democratic Socialist, because this political party disagrees how EU is currently functioning (blaming for the Greek debt crisis)145, and does not tend to broadly accept it. This political party sees EU as flawed from its initial way of handling the progression of the union146. It does not see EU developing in a ‘positive manner’. Movement of Democratic Socialists also falls under a label of Europhile. As at the same time accepting the EU for what it is and is criticizing for what it is not, this political party expresses a realist Eurosceptic view of the European Union. Differentiating from Euroenthusiasts, this party’s realist take on EU, and what is has become, is more resembling a Eurosceptic label of Euroscepticism. This is because this party does not seek the union to progress further on its current track without revisiting the issues that made it flawed at the first place. This forces this party to point out EU’s flaws in a softer form of Euroscepticism.


New Democracy: New Democracy is strongly supporting European integration and the European project as a whole, but not on a level that would allow us to classify it as a completely pro-European party147, but rather as a party seeking to compromise with the European Union. This political party views the European Union as not only a way to ensure peace in Europe, but also to promote democracy. Still, even though in its Perceptions of EU this party could be viewed as a borderline pro-EU party [3], it is important to indicate if it expresses levels of Euroscepticism, (taking into account its views on principal, practice and future ideas of EU) as it tends to resemble form of Soft Euroscepticism. New Democracy, although seeking to secure Greece’s future in the EU, as told by the party’s leader Meimarakis, this political party is not fully pro-European. Yes, this party tends to oppose a clearly eurosceptical governmental party of SYRIZA, but it still acknowledges EU’s shortcomings. This places the party in a questionable position. On one hand it seeks to strengthen Greece’s place in the European Union. On the other, it wishes for EU to change (as to become more democratic and equal for all its members). Still, due to the fact that New Democracy is acting as a main opposition party to SYRIZA’s government148 and shifted opposition to previous cases of EU provided bailout149, can be regarded as actions taken to oppose a Soft-Eurosceptic government. In such case, regarding New Democracy’s perception of EU, it is better to place this party in a camp of Soft Euroscepticism, as to provide the meaning to its expressed disapproval. This does not prohibits us, however, to label noticeably eurosceptic expressions that this party may resemble.

Although New Democracy is quite positive of current EU’s development, it still express’s slight disapproval of it144. Though it generally accepts EU’s development, it is not on the level that would be resembling a Euro-pessimist or a Europhobic. New Democracy’s willingness to go on with EU’s integration and Greece’s future in the union is indicative of a Europhile. Because Europhiles are committed to the ideas of integration and progression underlined by the European Union, these groups are still considered to be Europhile even though they may object to certain aspects of such integration policy. In the case of this party, it mainly seeks EU to become ‘more democratic’, but is not demanding major change of the union and its institutions. It cannot be viewed as a Euro-optimist, because it does not completely view current European integration progressing fully in a positive manner. In addition to this, New Democracy is indicative of a Euroenthusiasts behavior due to its stance on European integration and awareness of the reality of such integrational development, while at the same time seeking such integration to continue.

Characterization – Soft Euroscepticism (borderline pro-EU) with Europhile and Euroenthusiasts Expressions.

Panhelionic Socialist Movement (PASOK): PASOK’s initial view of the European Economic Community was somewhat critical, but later

changed to a view towards EU, which can be described as positive. Still, PASOK regards current EU’s monetary and macroeconomic policy as an obstacle for Greece. The problem lies with the fact that PASOK promotes the benefits that EU provides for Greece, but at the same time views EU’s policy as being flawed and maintains party’s position of “Greece for Greeks” and “...without foreign dependencies, influences and interventions...” seeking to influence the current heading of the union. Looking into the goals of this party, we cannot really see it as truly pro-European party and similar to New Democracy regard as is a compromising party. PASOK may be publicly regarded as a pro-EU party, but still resemble elements of soft-Euroscepticism. As soft-Eurosceptic parties are more vocal in their critical attitude towards EU, such attitude may be caused only by displacement of current EU policies. This attitude would mostly be seen in the opposition parties of Greece and taking into account PASOK’s stance (both positive and critical) on the European Union, it would explain it being seen as a pro-EU party. Due to this, PASOK fits in a camp of Soft-Euroscepticism rather than being seen outside of it.

When attempting to label PASOK’s expressions towards EU, we come to see resemblance of Euro-optimists. The party regards EU’s function for Europe in a positive manner and accepts integration on a broad scale, mainly criticizing its current monetary policies. Although we could label this party as a Euro-optimist, regarding its critique of EU monetary policies, but that would require PASOK to also believe that current European integration is not functioning properly and will not change in the near future. To this Euro-optimist label is more fitting, because when regarding PASOK’s rhetoric of EU integration it is viewed in a positive manner not only for Greece, but also for its neighboring region. In addition to this, PASOK’s political stance towards EU resembles a Euroskeptic view. Because Eurorealists believe in the ideals of EU and what the union ‘should be’, they currently see the union failing to enact such ideals. As PASOK expresses positivity towards EU’s ideal, the party currently sees it being flawed in some part. Although Euroenthusiasts would be also aware of EU’s reality, they would more see it as a natural progression of European integration, rather than its flaw [6]. To this PASOK is both positive of current EU integration and critical of its policies, more as monetary policies towards Greece.

Camp – Soft Euroscepticism with Euro-optimist and Eurorealist expressions.

Hard Euroscepticism

Golden Dawn: Golden Dawn can be described as a strongly ideological far-right eurosceptic party (Flood; 1996) due to its ideological beliefs. As we described in the ‘Perception of EU’ section of this paper, this political party is widely against the European Union not only based on economic integration, but also political in a form of pool of sovereignty. As a nationalist party, Golden Dawn described itself ‘fighting’ against the European Union and what it stands for. Not only criticizing the current path of EU integration this political party disagrees with the idea of European integration completely – stating that it is harmful to the Greek state. As this party (previously described) does not believe in the idea of EU integration, which is more common for Soft-Eurosceptic parties, Golden Dawn mostly can be viewed only as a party belonging to the camp of Hard-Euroscepticism. As a party with softer critique of EU would gradually accept the Greece’s benefits of being an EU member state, Golden Dawn states that the nation should not only leave the European Union, but also completely separate itself from such unions – as they pose danger to the national identity and policy independence of the state. As we cannot label this party as a soft eurosceptic party, we also cannot place it as a Pro-European party, because that would contradict itself. Thus, Golden Dawn’s perception of EU completely resembling disapproval, its placement in the camp Hard-Euroscepticism fits perfectly with the party’s beliefs and standpoint on the EU project.

When attempting to label the expressions of Euroscepticism in Golden Dawn, we need to disregard the pro-European labels (due to the party’s belonging to the camp of Hard-Euroscepticism). Though we could label this party as Euro-pessimist, it would require a party to criticize the current development of EU, which would also require a level of acceptance towards integration. This cannot be applied to the Golden Dawn, because this party does not seek to change current European integration (by still remaining a part of it), it seeks to ‘cut away from it’. As this party completely rejects EU, it is most resemble of a strong Europhobe party, where the label of Europhobe is best fitting to describe the party as it utterly denies the benefits of integration relatively to a nation state. Although this would be also applied to Eurocynics, which would also openly reject the idea of European integration, Golden Dawn’s disapproval of any level of participation (by staying in the union) and goals for creating a closed economic sphere, are more resembling of a Eurosceptic label. As such label, opposite to Eurocynic would not seek to benefit of Greece staying in the union when at the same time criticizing it. Eurosceptics tend not only to disregard the European integration, but also seek to avoid any and all participation of the state in such events.

Characterization – Hard Euroscepticism with Euro-pessimist and Eurosceptic expressions.

The communist party: The Communist party of Greece is a party, which bases its beliefs in a far-left of the ideological spectrum. Differently than more left/right-wing parties, this political party has strong ideological beliefs it promotes not only its political rhetoric, but also the party’s goals. The perception of EU element of this party, presented in the Perception of EU section, cannot be described as positive, nor can it be described as utterly negative on the same degree as the Golden Dawn party. Although similar to Golden Dawn, the Communist party completely criticizes the European Union, its institutions and what it promotes (capitalism), it regards to the European integration more positively, but not as it is in its current form. Still, this value cannot...
be mistaken for promoting current European values (as it promotes capitalism). The Communist party, though sees the EU negatively, it understands the benefits of such integration in promoting and uniting the European communists\textsuperscript{157}. We can claim, that this party’s views are more strongly effected by its far-left ideology; thus, such ideology comes in direct conflict when comparing it to other softer Greek eurocentric parties. Its harsh critique of not only of what the EU promotes, but also how it acts, does not left us to label it as a Soft Eurosceptic party. For us to be able to do that, the Communist party would be required to agree with the current principal of European integration, not what it should be (integration promoting and unifying communist parties of whole Europe). Due to this, this political party falls closer to the camp of Hard Euroscepticism. This is due to the facts that this party openly stands against the ideals promoted by current EU integration i.e. capitalist economy. Because Hard Eurosceptic parties resemble a stronger form of opposition towards EU - they seek to redefine it completely in their way (P. Wilde; 2014), Softer eurocentric parties tend to be more negotiating or reforming, acting on the principal and goals of integration already established. Although agreeing on a small level with European integration, its specific view of such integration does not allow us to place the Communist Party of Greece in the camp of Soft Euroscepticism.

When attempting to label the expressions of Euroscepticism in the Communist Party of Greece, the easiest way would be to label this party as Europhobic and Eurosceptic party. Still, the Communist party is not a completely Europhobic party, because such a party would not agree on any level with the principal ideas of European integration. On the other hand, a Euro-pessimist party would criticize EU’s development for not functioning as it should be in a strategic sense of development. The Communist party wishes EU to function on a purpose of uniting European Communist parties (not as it is now) and, although trying to ‘fight’ the European institutions (on a subject of Greece’s debt), it labels it more as a ‘fight for the people’ of Greece –wishing them to enforce socialist ideals\textsuperscript{158}. When trying to label such actions Eurocentric label seems to be more fitting. Such party would non-negotiably tend to defy the European integration and EU itself, seeking to completely cut all ties of Greece to such the union of states. Still, the Communist party, although at a first glance acting in such manner, is more willing to completely critique the EU on the same time seeking to benefit from such a union for its own purposes – enabling the ‘people’ to fight the EU, not force Greece to leave it\textsuperscript{159}. Due to this a a Euro-pessimist and Eurocentric labels are more fitting rather than a Eurosceptic and Europhobe.

Characterization – Hard Euroscepticism with Europhobe and Eurocynic expressions.

Strong EU optimists

Union of Centrists: Union of Centrists is one of the most vocal pro-EU party’s judging from its presented policy and current stance on EU’s integration and current path. Differentiating from other soft eurocentric parties, Union of Centrists does not actively oppose the European Union and its institutions. On the other hand, it seeks for those institutions and the union itself to progress even more following its current path of development\textsuperscript{160}. Due this party presenting explicit agreement with all principal, practice and future elements of EU’s perception it cannot be easily placed in a camp of soft or hard Euroscepticism as that would require it to exhibit a specific stance of EU critique and resemble a strong form of opposing rhetoric directed towards the European Union and its institutions. Because of this it is chosen to see this party as a more Euro optimist party, which would align with its current views. Still, this does not prohibit us to label this political party as it would enable us to grade its stance on EU. If a party cannot be placed in a camp of Euroscepticism, it can still be label by its expressions.

When attempting to label Union of Centrists political party according to Kopecky and Mudde [2], it can certainly be seen that this party as a Europhile political party. As Europhile agree to the idea of integration and how it is underlined in its current progression, so does the Union of Centrists. This party does not exhibit large opposition towards the European Union\textsuperscript{161} and its institutions as an Euro-optimist party would do. In their presented views of EU and its institutions, this political party is very much envisioning a bright future for the European project with a high level of agreement on how it is proceeding currently. As less agreeable parties would approve of EU, they would still tend to oppose much of it - which cannot be easily said for Union of Centrists. This political party has a view of EU that is indicative of a Federal Europe vision\textsuperscript{162} or European Federation [17] (stronger political and economic integration), but not as an intergovernmental Europe, which is, as previously noticed, more common for Soft Eurosceptic parties. Due to this, Union of Centrists project upon themselves a Euroenthusiast label which combines within itself Europhobe and Euro-optimist views and attitude towards EU. As Euroenthusiasts, Union of Centrists believes in ideals of current European integration and tend to balance ideals and reality to correspond a degree of acceptance. As this party is aware of current EU flaws, it views them as a byproduct of still ongoing evolution of the union. Regarding EU’s institutions - Union of Centrists believe that by integrating Greece further within the union, it would effectively secure Greece’s future as an EU state. When taking all of these labels into consideration, Union of Centrist can be regarded as a rather EU patriotic party. Not wishing to maintain EU as it is, but rather to build it even further, is rather different from parties that were described previously. This political party can be regarded as a pro-EU party.

Characterization – Pro-European (Euro-optimist) with Europhile and Euroenthusiast expressions.

The River (POTAMI): The River, or POTAMI, is rather a new party in the Greek political arena. Due to this, this party does not have much experience when dealing with the European Union, when compared to other older Greek parties. When dealing with attitude towards EU, POTAMI openly projects itself as a pro-EU party\textsuperscript{163}. Due to this, we cannot place it firmly in a camp of soft/hard Euroscepticism and will regard it as a Euro-optimist party. In addition to this, this party will


\textsuperscript{159}Jacobin article by N. Loutos titled: ‘Understanding the Greek Communists’. Source: https://www.jacobinmag.com/2015/01/understanding-the-greek-communists/ Checked: 2015-09-07
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still be labeled as it will present a clearer understand on how this party stands in relation to the European Union.

When attempting to label The River (POTAMI), we still need to take into consideration that this party views itself as a pro-EU party. Still, opposite to a party like Union of Centrist, POTAMI views current EU flaws with a greater degree (as discussed in the Perception of EU section). Although POTAMI views current EU as being imperfect, it still regards it as being a necessity for Greece and the best example for current intergovernmental politics in Europe. This more realistic and optimistic view of EU is indicative of Euro-optimists. Though Europhiles would also regard EU as great piece of political/economic engineering, Euro-optimist tend to view it more realistically (as imperfect). In addition - POTAMI is more vocal on the subject of ‘change’ that EU requires if it is to be a saving grace for Europe, which puts it farther away from labeling it as a Europhile. Still, this party is not pessimistic enough, on the subject of EU, to label it as a Euro-pessimist. This political party puts much importance of participating in EU’s politics and promoting such participation from the national level. POTAMI often regards the EU politics being as of same importance and national ones. It weighs Greece’s participation in the union as a ‘necessity’ and a way of improving Greek livelihood. Similar to Euroenthusiasts, POTAMI believes in the European project and its institutions for being instrumental in achieving greater integration and state participation. Opposite to Eurorealists, POTAMI does not believe that EU is failing to achieve its goals of integrating states just that it requires greater guidance from members to ensure democracy and sovereignty (not to combat EU, but rather to influence it). Thus POTAMI believes in the ideals of EU, but regards them realistically in a sense of current EU’s development. This political party’s view of EU being a necessity and the will to oppose anti-EU sentiment in Greece truly shows that this party is more EU-optimistic than eurosceptic.

Characterization – Pro-European (Euro-optimist) with Euro-optimist and Euroenthusiastic expressions.

Now that we have identifies each party to its camp of either Euroscepticism or Pro-Europeanism and assigned it a sufficient label according to its stance towards EU, we can place them in a vertical scale of measured Euroscepticism (Figure 7).

Sources of critique

In the previous parts we have indicated how each party sees the European Union (its ideals) and how such views can be labeled in terms of Euroscepticism expression. In this part we will seek to present the main sources that fuel this form of Euroscepticism and how such sources tend to change, which in turn have the ability to change expressions of euro-critique.

To achieve this we will follow Mudde, Rokkan, Lipschitz and Kopecky [2] arguments of the source of Euroscepticism being ideological or strategic, which will indicate the sources of which these parties base their EU critique. In addition to this, we will correlate it with what we have discovered following S. Vassilopoulos’s methodology of level of compromise that parties can achieve, to better indicate how critique sources of these parties can change.

Strategic Euroscepticism

SYRIZA: As we described SYRIZA in the previous parts of this paper, it expresses conditional attitude towards European integration and belongs to a camp of Soft Euroscepticism. This certainly helps in achieving a perspective look towards the party. SYRIZA defines itself as a party following values of socialism in modern Europe and is open to differing ideological, historical and value-sensitivities, still, as described in previous parts of this paper, such ideology is not the main object for their critique of the European Union. This party

Figure 7: Levels of Euroscepticism and expressed attitude towards EU.

---

seems to draw its critique of EU from a more strategical thinking. To clarify, SYRIZA is not aimed at spreading socialism to influence capitalist Europe, but rather applies it in their current disapproval of European policy. In ideological camp, a party’s critique of EU would be fueled by its strong focused ideology. On the opposite, in a strategic camp, a party would maintain its ideological identity, but the party policy and action would be subject of change to better suit when dealing with EU. Although SYRIZA in its principals of strategy acknowledges the elements of capitalism being a source of suffering in Europe, its current actions as a ruling party negotiating with the European Union seems to indicate a level of strategic conditionality (S. Vassilopoulos). As a party agitating the destructive strategy of capitalism, it is rather willing to condition such views when accepting certain terms of current EU bailout policy for Greece172. In addition to this, SYRIZA’s strategy of ‘Debt above all else’ indicates not an ideological base of its Euroscepticism, but rather one based on high importance issues depicted in Greece politics173. This is important to note because SYRIZA paved its way into power using the Greek debt crisis and public displeasure of austerity measures as a way to beat the previously two party dominated Greek party system174. From that point onward SYRIZA used the promise of alternative government and stance against austerity to not only gain support from the Greek people, but also use its policy of fighting for the Greek people to rally support in the Greek parliament and state that was tired of EU’s austerity policies. In a sense SYRIZA became the Greek people’s voice against austerity175. If SYRIZA’s Euroscepticism would be solely based on party’s ideology, we would see this party expressing the danger that EU poses to the nation’s state and identity and serenity (C. Flood; 1996). SYRIZA in this case would critique EU’s values and their posed danger to Greek values (as would be seen in a party such as the Communist party of Golden Dawn). This is important to also note, because a previously small outsider party such as SYRIZA (favorable of EU’s integralogical ideals), had managed to rise into power closely following the financial crisis that hit Europe and further resulted in Greek debt crisis. Not utilizing the public ideological support that opposed the EU’s integrational policy. Due to this, it is hard not to link SYRIZA’s rise with the popularity of anti-EU sentiment (due to austerity) in Greece’s polity, rather than its rise due to ideological support from the voter base. Thus, strategic use of Euroscepticism, rather one of ideological basis, is indicative of this party, because a party that belongs to a strategic camp would use such events to grow its support and would draw Euroscepticism arguments based on current interaction with the European Union. A party that uses Euroscepticism as a strategy is more favorable to gain fast rise of support and come into power in a volatile polity fighting against austerity that is current Greece. On the opposite, a party that uses Euroscepticism on an ideological basis, would require a longer period and a more sustainable ideological shift it the electorate to receive the needed support for a rapid rise. Thus to place SYRIZA in a strategic camp of Euroscepticism is to support the party’s rise to power and its rhetoric of Soft-Euroscepticism76 as the result of sourcing strategic use of polity contestation issues to suit party’s rise, rhetoric and reach to govern.

Now that we have depicted party’s strategic source of Euroscepticism, we need to note its ability to change. SYRIZA had to drop many of its former commitment that were agitating nationalization and monetary redistribution of the classes177. It is important, because for a party such as SYRIZA, which campaign for radical change within Greece, to later take upon a more mild compliant stance is to notably acknowledge the party’s conditional Euroscepticism. As previously deduced in Perception of EU, SYRIA resembles a party whose Euroscepticism tends to be conditional. If the party resembles a conditional Euroscepticism, its critique of EU is not absolutely rejective, nor is it absolutely compromising, but rather based on certain conditions that EU and the party must take into consideration for both sides to achieve what each one seeks178. Because we determined that SYRIZA expresses conditional Soft Euroscepticism which is conducted on a strategic basis, its critique of EU is not absolutely rejective, but rather serves to achieve a purpose set by the party (to gain support and maintain power)179. Main source of SYRIZA’s Euroscepticism can be viewed as the financial crisis, which served to provide the party with a strategic resource to gain power within the Greece’s polity contestation.

Source of Euroscepticism - Strategic conditional Euroscepticism.

Independent Greeks: Independent Greeks often voice their opposition to the first and second memorandums (Greece’s bailout packages) and harsh EU sanctions on Greece180. In addition to this, Independent Greeks formed an unlikely coalition with SYRIZA, thus securing parliamentary majority for that party181. This goals along with Independent Greeks rhetoric of calling Germany ‘the Greece’s abuser’ and opposing its dominance of the European Union. Thus, we can start to see a relation here. Not one of ideological Euroscepticism, but rather strategical. As we previously presented, Independent Greeks agree with the principal idea of EU integration and see themselves as a Soft-Eurosceptic party. Although, their major concerns and disapproval of EU is not of debating and critiquing the future of the union itself, but rather its current actions towards Greece and the power balance that exerts between the member states182. Here we can see that this political party is more focused on dealing with how Greece conducts negotiations with the EU institutions instead of seeking to influence the evolution of the union from an ideological standpoint. Although we can also see Independent Greek’s opposition

176See SYRIZA’s placement in a camp of Soft Euroscepticism in section two of this paper.
179‘L. Fatisis, “Greece must put aside divisive rhetoric if a solution to the country’s crisis is to be found”. London School of Economics and Political Science. Source: http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/2015/03/19/greece-must-put-aside-divisive-rhetoric-if-a-solution-to-the-country’s-crisis-is-to-be-found/ Checked: 2015-09-23
towards EU on its migratory policy\textsuperscript{183}, its main objective, as described by the party\textsuperscript{184}, is to draw up effective Greek exit from the financial crisis. Strategic Euroscepticism would be useful when dealing with European institutions and their bailout packages to Greece, which seems to be one of the main party objectives. We could see party ideology influencing Independent Greeks rhetoric towards criticising EU, but that would not be on the same scale that would indicate ideological Euroscepticism. This is because SYRIZA’s and Independent Greeks coalition is described as being ‘anti bailout’ to the core\textsuperscript{185}, which is more indicative of using current public displeasement towards EU austerity measures to secure a decisive support from the electorate on acting in the negotiations with EU institutions. As this party is also in favor of maintaining Greece a EU and euro member state, such direct attitude towards a described issue in the political debate describes an aimed goal to use it as a strategic instrument in the Greek polity contestation. Still, this party’s opposition towards EU migratory policy (opposing EU citizen integration) could be seen as a sign of ideological Euroscepticism. None the less, as a party mainly acting on opposing the EU bail out policy, it sources its eurosceptic behavior of a strategic camp, while maintaining its ideological stance on EU on the sidelines. By this, we have to primary see this party as a strategic Eurosceptic, and only secondly as ideological.

As we concluded in the first part of this paper (Perception of EU) Independent Greeks resemble a conditional attitude towards EU, this also may apply to its application of its source Euroscepticism. As a party that opposes current EU austerity measures towards Greece, it is rather accepting on maintaining Greece as a EU member state, as long as Greece is treated as an equal partner and with respect. Thus this party is accepting certain EU policies as long as established conditions are meet. As a party that oppose increased migration to Greece, the party establishes that it only opposes it while Greece cannot support it\textsuperscript{186}. As similar to this, Independent Greeks also oppose EU austerity measures if they fail to sustain Greece’s recovery and growth. Thus this party seeks for certain conditions to be meet before it agrees to move forward.

**Source of Euroscepticism** – Strategic (primary) with Ideological (secondary): conditional Euroscepticism.

**Movement of Democratic Socialists (KIDISO):** Movement of Democratic Socialists (KIDISO) attributed critique of the European Union can be defined as disapproval of EU’s economic integration and its susceptibility to a financial crisis. As described in the Perception of EU and later expanded Measuring level of critique, KIDISO forms its anti-EU rhetoric towards its economic policies. Main goal of KIDISO is to seek reformation of the union to fix the flaws that it possess\textsuperscript{187}. When attempting to source such critique, one cannot ignore the ‘ideological commitment’ that this party examples. Throughout critical of EU, it seeks its vision of integrated Europe. Here comes a crossroad of sourcing this party’s Euroscepticism from ideological or strategic source. Because this party it quite young, only being formed before 2015 elections\textsuperscript{188}, splitting from its parent party PASOK, this party has yet to be truly established. From what we can gather from official party statements and party declarations, this party seems to be set up due to disagreements of its former PASOK members. As more vocal in their critique of EU than PASOK, this party is mainly aimed at establishing its own party identity aside from its former founder party. Ideologically it expresses the same center-left\textsuperscript{189} party position as PASOK, thus when comparing its critique of EU to PASOK’s – it’s seen as a more critical party. If both parties are in the same place of the ideological spectrum, but their views of EU differ highly, it indicates that it may be a cause of strategic Euroscepticism, rather than ideological. As a party split from another party, at the same time resembling same ideology, but differentiating in views of EU, the best explanation would be the use of volatile EU policy problems to suit strategic need within the Greek polity i.e. attempting to capitalize of anti-EU sentiment in Greece. This, in relation to the party’s strong disapproval of EU’s economic policies and blaming them for all the hardship that Greece is suffering now, depicts a picture of a party attempting to attract political support by means of capitalizing on a stance against EU. In addition to this, PASOK does not seek EU to fail, so stating that it’s radically anti-EU party would be false\textsuperscript{190}. This party seeks more to support the EU project and agitates its reformation, but at the same time takes up a strong stance against it. Thus this indicates that this kind of Euroscepticism, attached to current economic situation within Europe and Greece, is being drawn of a strategic source of Euroscepticism.

In addition to this, this party expresses conditional attitude towards EU, where it seeks certain conditions to be meet before supporting EU any further. These conditions are mainly seen as economic and member power balance issues\textsuperscript{191}. In turn signifies that the party is not rejective of EU, nor is compromising. This party is in the middle where its stance against EU and expressed Euroscepticism may change on certain conditions (that the party expressed) being meet.

**Source of Euroscepticism** – Strategic conditional Euroscepticism.

**Ideological Euroscepticism**

**New Democracy:** When looking into New Democracy political party, one cannot say this party is utterly anti-European, only completely disagreeing with the future principal of European integration. As this paper is not completely pro-EU, Still this party expresses its fair share of Euroscepticism, which may not be rejective, but as we previously indicated is of a compromising nature. Thus we need to explain from where this party sources its anti-EU critique. Firstly, New Democracy agrees with both principal and practice principals of European integration and we’ve placed it previously in a camp of Soft Euroscepticism. Although we previously acknowledged that this party


\textsuperscript{184}Independent Greeks official party page, Government program- Foreign policy. Source: http://anexartioielines.gr/gov_program.php Checked: 2015-09-06


\textsuperscript{188}Reuters article by J. Mackenzie titled: ‘Former Greek PM Papandreou sets up new party, complicating election outlook’. Source: http://www.reuters.com/article/us-greece-politics-idUSKBN0KB0VD20151002#F8yYolqwSaQJ7DtU.97 Checked: 2015-09-22


began its support of EU since the inception of Greece in the EEC192. Euroscepticism still exists in this party, though not on a high enough level to truly label it as anti-EU party. New Democracy is not radical enough in its eurosceptic rhetoric against the EU, but still expresses its displeasing on the subject. New Democracy’s Euroscepticism seems to be mainly focused on the party’s views of the European Union and how it acts currently. As a party that critiques EU more for not achieving its true purpose, it resembles anti-EU critique that’s more based in the ideological beliefs of the party193, rather than current party contestation. If New Democracy would use anti-EU critique for a strategic purpose, it would be more closely tied to current issues of dealing with Greek debt crisis, not the future development of the union itself. In addition to this, New Democracy is very vocal on securing Greece’s future in the union, sometimes even strongly opposing SYRIZA to achieve this194. If we were to source this party’s Euroscepticism on the basis of strategic party contestation, it would require the party to use critique addressing the major issue that is helden in Greece – EU bailout deals. As this party, by us, was previously described as a ‘believer in the European project’, it would influence its critique of it. If the party believes in European integration, by ideological Euroscepticism, it would criticize the development of the union to ensure its future (based on their beliefs). New Democracy seems to rather address the ‘big picture’ of the European Union on a basis of ideology. Thus this party often criticizes EU for not it’s imposed austerity measures, but how the union is conducting itself (including member power balance vis-a-vi Germany, lack of democracy, balance of power of the member states). If this party would use Euroscepticism for a strategic purpose, it would require to channel it when dealing with current political issues most present in Greece. As New Democracy is more willing to ensure Greece’s participation in the union and the euro, it strives away from using anti-EU sentiment, which is popular with anti-austerity parties, to gain an upper hand in previous Greek parliamentary elections195. Thus, New Democracy is willing to critique EU by its own principal, but so not to object to it that would require Greece exit.

Seeing New Democracy, which sources its Euroscepticism from an ideological standpoint, we need to combine it with what we have presented previously – New Democracy resembling a compromising attitude towards the European Union. As a party that resembles compromising attitude, New Democracy is more willing to negotiate more and form its rhetoric to better secure its beliefs and position when dealing with EU. As a party that seeks to maintain Greece being an EU state and a member of the euro monetary union, this clearly adds to this depiction196. In its own party ‘statue’, New Democracy expresses strong determination of maintaining Greece a part of EU197. This often results in the party acting in opposition to the ruling SYRIZA, in a goal of securing such goals. Thus, New Democracy sources its critique of EU not of the strategic camp, but rather one of ideological with the will to compromise, which seems to guide the party’s perception and attitude towards EU and party’s political opponents.

Source of Euroscepticism – Ideological compromising Euroscepticism.

Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK): PASOK originally started as an anti-integration party, but later changed its views to approving Greece’s integration into European Economic Community, which was to suit the changing political landscape of post dictatorship Greece198. In its attitude towards the European Union, PASOK is not that highly eurosceptic – often rather promoting the importance and need of EU for Greece’s wellbeing instead of openly opposing it199. This party is known for actively supporting the first and second Greece’s financial bailout packages200 and expressing pro-European party views201. Still, although this party can be viewed as a pro-EU party, PASOK retains its motto of “Greece for Greeks”202 and rather defensive attitude towards foreign intervention that is coming from outside Greece in a form of EU. In this case, as a party that supports further negotiations with EU institutions and Greece’s active participation as an EU state, its mild form of Euroscepticism is seen to be coming from an ideological source (party views) that remains from the founding days of the party203. By being a pro-EU party that supports accepting Greece’s bailout packages and is incline of supporting the importance, and the role of EU’s institutions – claiming that the party sources its eurosceptic expressions for a strategic purpose would be contradictory to each other. This is because for a party that acts as a pro-EU party and examples more positivity towards EU than negativity, at the same time expressing anti-EU attitude, would come in conflict when the party would be viewed by the same EU institutions. If a party takes upon a stance for EU, it puts itself in the eyes of the people as a party that supports the European Union as a part of its party strategy. A party could not hold pro-EU and anti-EU stance as its political strategy at the same time without maintaining a cohesive party policy. This however, allows the party to retain a form of Eurosceptic expressions within itself if its origins trace back to the ideological beliefs of the party204. In short, PASOK retains its party identity that may express some form of Euroscepticism, but acts as a pro-EU party in which’s strategy such Euroscepticism is not the main point for its rhetoric and policy formation.

196See Perception of EU – New Democracy. ND previously objective of European integration later supported Greece’s entrance into the European Economic Community (a precursor of EU).


In addition to PASOK’s pro-EU position, the party, as detected, expresses compromising attitude towards EU. This in turn allow the party to act as a pro-EU party, even though party ideological stance may hold some Euroscepticisn, because the party is ready to compromise and adjust its views so that the policy goals of the party would be achieved. This grants PASOK a position from which it can act as a pro-EU party.

Source of Euroscepticism – ideological compromising Euroscepticisn.

Golden Dawn: Golden Dawn is viewed in Greece as a strong nationalistic party, which follows ideals of nationalism. Opposite to other soft eurosceptic parties, as described in the second part of this paper, this party belongs to a camp of hard Euroscepticisn. This in turn signifies that this party has strong ideological beliefs than not only oppose the European Union on ideological basis, but is seen as a main source of anti-EU critique. Because Golden Dawn is a strong nationalistic party, naturally comes in conflict with ‘unity in diversity’ principal of EU and its international policy. Due to the fact, that EU and its institutions promote multinational integration and transnationalism, it comes in conflict with nationalistic beliefs that Golden Dawn resembles. It seems that this political party, like other Hard Eurosceptics parties (The Communist Party of Greece), express strong party ideology. This ideology, is in its core opposite to what the EU stand for, sources anti-EU sentiment and can be regarded as source of Euroscepticisn within the party itself. This in turn signifies that this political party draws its Euroscepticisn not from a strategic source, but rather one of ideological nature. As this party expresses strong ideological beliefs, its Euroscepticisn may also be seen to be of a harsher form. As this party was previously described to be the ‘most radical anti EU party’, in its rhetoric it’s the most anti-EU party. Thus when one is looking into sources of Euroscepticisn within a party, it appears that strong party ideology has the potency to fuel stronger anti EU sentiment. This cannot be so easily said for parties that source their Euroscepticisn from a strategic source, as they would rather approve of EU while focusing disapproval only to certain policies or actions of the union itself. We can conclude that a party such as this, a strong nationalistic party, is therefore the most anti-EU, because its ideology can be described as a ‘mirror image’ to what EU ideals are promoted to be, thus sourcing stronger opposition and negative attitude.

As to be expected, this party being the most anti-EU party signifies its complete rejectionist attitude towards EU - as established in the first part of this paper. Because EU and its institutions come in direct conflict with party ideology of Golden Dawn, its complete rejectionism denounces the party being able to resemble a higher level of acceptance (whitout compromising its ideological integrity). Thus, as a party that has strong nationalistic ideology and tends to example rejectionist attitude towards EU, Golden Dawn can be views as a party, which’s ideology (nationalism) is most indicative of what a radical anti-European party may be seen as.

Source of Euroscepticism – Ideological rejectionist Euroscepticism.

The Communist party: When trying to establish the source of Euroscepticism in a party such as the Communist Party of Greece, one must first say that this party is strongly ideological. Therefore, in a party such as the Communist Party, which sees itself strongly ideological, such ideological Euroscepticism would be the primary point of interest. As a far-left socialist party, the Communist Party expresses their rhetoric towards the European Union in a clearly ideological fashion. As established in the Perception of EU and Measurement of Euroscepticism parts of this paper, this political party directs its attitude towards EU being guided by their strong ideological beliefs. Its main disapproval is being sourced from the negative attitude towards capitalism, which EU represents. As a party, which’s ideology comes in conflict with promotion of capitalism, relative to say such negative stance against the union and its institutions is being influenced by party views. Opposite to strategic Euroscepticism, the Communist Party does not seek to use anti-EU critique to aid in in Greek polity contestation and is more indicative of its attitude being guided by strong ideological beliefs. Thus, sourcing its Euroscepticism from an ideological standpoint, the Communist Party is more expected to resemble ideologically based anti-EU critique, which it does in a form of criticizing EU for promoting capitalism values and ideals (oppose ideals to communism). For us to say that the Communist Party of Greece sources its Euroscepticism from an ideological source is to acknowledge party’s strong ideological standpoint, which is very well expressed in their party manifesto. We cannot, however, say that this party sources its Euroscepticism from a strategic standpoint. This is because it would require the party to not only use current political (anti-EU) issues as an instrument for polity contestation, but also disregard its party ideology when directing attitude towards the EU. As described in the first and second parts of this paper, the Communist Party seeks to use the European Union for directing its ideological agenda (uniting European communists), but on the core basis it disapproves of the union and its institutions, because they oppose the party’s strong ideological beliefs. Thus to say that the Communist Party does not source its Euroscepticism from an ideological source is to say that the party does not express strong ideological standpoint in its rhetoric. As described in Perception of EU part of this paper, the Communist Party, opposite to Golden Dawn (in its attitude towards EU) is more resembling of a conditional attitude towards the European Union. As this party oppose the EU, it’s more willing to work within it for the purpose of spreading party communist ideals. Because it requires certain party conditions to be met, which cannot be said will happen, the Communist Party is not utterly rejective of EU, opposite to more nationalistic parties. This party bases its attitude towards EU on how it coincides to the party ideology and seeks conditions that would resemble party ideological stance.

Source of Euroscepticism – Ideological conditional Euroscepticism.

Minimal sources of Euroscepticism

The river (POTAMI): The River is yet another young political party in Greece, which mainly revolves around a single personality – its leader
S. Theodorakis. This political party does not have a clear ideological basis, because as expressed by the party leader, the party seeks to act as a steering point for the Greek polity213. Main goal of the party is seen as combating Euro-scepticism in Greece and contesting the current Greek pol. elites. This party acts more from a strategic standpoint, rather than ideological, because its progressive attitude towards Greek politics is quite noticeable214. Although this party regards itself as a pro-EU party, it still, as any other party, expresses concerns towards EU. These concerns, however, are not negative in nature, but rather agreeing on the flaws – seeing EU as the only successful political experiment of its scale. If we were to look at these concerns towards EU, they would be expressed as the need for more cooperation with EU, rather than its critique and would be drawn from a strategic source. The River’s goal of ‘influencing’ European politics, in addition of defense of the European Union and its importance, indicates a rather optimistic outlook of EU. If we would regard The River’s understanding of EU being flawed as an expression of Euro-scepticism – it would be minimal. Such minimal negative view of EU, being of a realistic nature, would only suit a strategic purpose. For that would allow the party to see the European Union with a level of critic (based in reality), while at the same time strategically forming its policy around it. This political party does not see EU as being perfect, but it rather willing to acknowledge it with hopes of achieving its vision of ongoing cooperation and integration of Greece.

This party, being a pro-EU party, is expressing compromising attitude towards EU. As it is aware of the union’s flaws, it’s rather accepting of such flaws in hopes of promoting greater participation of Greek politics on a European scale.


Union of Centrists: As discovered in previous parts, Union of Centrists is one of the most pro-European parties (together with The River) in current Greek politics. As The River, Union of Centrists express minimal levels of Euro-scepticism, which are mostly limited to acceptance of EU’s flaws, but in a positive manner. This political party lacks strong negativity towards the European Union, which could be seen in other Greek political parties. As The River, this party is more pro-EU than anti-EU. In its rhetoric, Union of Centrists express’s more positive views of EU and lacks the negativity which would allow distinguishing sources of Euro-scepticism. This political party is willing to express pro-EUism, rather than taking a position against it. Because of this a source of either ideological or strategic Euro-scepticism cannot be found here. This is because in its party ideology, Union of Centrist express strong pro-EUism215. In addition to this, this party takes upon a strategic stance ‘for EU’ in current Greek polity contestation. So if we’re to look for strategic or ideological sources of Euro-scepticism, both would be replaced by sources of pro-EUism.

Similar to its attitude towards the progression of the European Union, this party expresses compromising attitude towards it. It’s willing to accept current EU power structure and its policy formation as a necessity for Greece – stating that EU is mandatory for Greece as it is for Europe itself216. In addition to the party’s pro-EUism the party is very complaint with current EU development (Figure 8).

Application of critique

As in the previous parts of this paper we have discussed how Greece’s current active political parties: 1). View the European Union and its institutions; 2). What is the level of negativity expresses; 3). Where such negativity is being sourced from. This part will focus on how these parties mainly apply expressed negativity it currently in Greek polity.


Figure 8: Party sources of Euro-scepticism in relation to perception of EU.
We will follow Börzel, Risse [11] and Olsen’s [12] methodologies of Reactive Euroscepticism in addition to Operationalization of Euroscepticism by Szczzerbiak and Taggart. However, such parties as The River (POTAMI) and Union of Centrist will be excluded, because as presented in previous parts – they lack the sufficient expressions of Euroscepticism for such parties to be regarded as active Eurosceptic parties[13].

Generally current active political parties in Greece tend to focus their Euroscepticism mainly on resolving Greece’s financial troubles or critiquing the European Union itself. The method how this critique is conducted and applied, however, differs in range and scope.

**SYRIZA:** Parties such as SYRIZA, which based their carrier on critique of European Union in favor of securing Greece’s transition from the debt crisis, tend to resemble a provocative application of its critique. As provocative critique is aimed towards criticizing EU current integration and policies, SYRIZA, while agreeing with the idea of European integration, tends to aim of provoking a response from the European elites in order to justify current EU integration and its policies applied to Greece. As the leading party in Greek government, it constantly puts itself in a position of negotiation and interaction with the European institutions. This gives SYRIZA an ability to challenge the legitimacy and institutionalization of EU. As a soft-Eurosceptic party, it applies its Euroscepticism not in a complete anti-EU fashion, but rather in a form of strategic conditional Euroscepticism, which confirms its provocative critique. In such way, SYRIZA applies a European issue (EU’s bailout financial aid to Greece) and uses it in inner party competition, public debate and gaining support from the public. As previously described – SYRIZA gained both political momentum and large support from the public by exploiting a European issue (EU’s austerity policies), which in turn allowed it to rise to power by promising an alternative approach to Greek political problems (dealing with EU’s bailout). Although it tends not to mainly criticize other political parties within Greece by calling them too anti or pro EU, its main focus seems to be use of Euroscepticism within the public debate (taking a stance against EU) and in turn gaining support from the public, which is displeased with EU’s policy. Thus a party, which generally agrees with European integration, resided in the camp of soft Euroscepticism and expresses the use of conditional strategic anti-EUism, we can establish that SYRIZA uses its expressed critique of EU in a form of eurosceptic rhetoric, which has much public support in Greece – allowing this party to draw support from the electorate in order to sustain its power and within the Greek polity.

Application – Provocative Euroscepticism.

**Independent Greeks:** Independent Greeks goal is for Greece to be taken seriously within the EU’s polity[14]. Although this party is taken a stance for European integration, its critique revolves around criticizing the current ‘order of things’ within the union – mainly power balance between European states and EU’s institutional position above national institutions. Expressing conditional Soft Euroscepticism towards EU with euro- pessimist and Eurorealist tendencies, its strategic application of anti-EUism, while being in a coalition government with SYRIZA, is rather reactive than provocative. As being more in favor of EU than SYRIZA, Independent Greeks application of Euroscepticism centers around reacting to current elements and policies of EU that are in conflict with party views. Mainly EU’s institutional dominance over Greece (imposing austerity measures) and dominance of union members as Germany in such matters[15]. As agreeing with the benefits of European unification, Independent Greeks are not attempting to question the legitimacy of European elites, but rather are reacting to the current course of action that EU is taking – current progression of EU’s institutional and policy elements. As this party is seeking for such issues to be addressed, its alliance with SYRIZA indicates a goal of using reactionary European issues in inner party competition – uniting with the ruling party SYRIZA, which campaigned as a provocative anti bailout party. This presented to the Independent Greek the opportunity to use issues concerning EU as a tool for indicating common goals with other major Greek parties. As less using Euroscepticism to gain support from the public (being more positive of EU), it still addresses them in the public debate, though not as an anti-EU party. Mainly relying on attracting attention to its expresses concerns about EU in the public debate, Independent Greeks are very vocal in addressing such matters[16]. Independent Greeks seem to try to draw attention from the public to vital issues such as operationalization of current EU at the same time presenting its constructed opposition towards them by means of seeking more equality between member states. Thus application of Euroscepticism within this party seeks to start a debate on the importance and reliance of Greece on the European Union at the time presenting its solutions towards such problems.

Application – Reactionary Euroscepticism.

**Golden Dawn:** Golden Dawn, as described in previous chapters, is the most anti-EU party currently active in Greek polity. Less radical than the Communist party, but as same strongly Eurosceptic, Golden Dawn is seen not attempting to provoke or react to current European issues, but rather mainly opposing them. As this party completely criticizes EU, its application of described Euroscepticism seems to be of Anti pro-European nature. Golden Dawn does not focus its critique of EU by criticizing elements or policies of it, but rather is seeking to present counter arguments to them[17]. This political party can be seen as an anti-pro-European party – often seeking to neglect and or deny the positive arguments presented in favor of EU and European integration. Eurosceptic elements in this party seem to oppose the enlargement of the union and Greece’s participation in it. Thus, in applicatory Euroscepticism Golden Dawn is more focused on using anti-EUism more in the public debate and attraction of public support rather than in inner party competition – as it seeks to use radicalized elements of the public to receive support. As a strong nationalist party, its reliance on nationalist sentiment drives its party rhetoric towards exploiting public displeasement of EU by means of counter arguments directed towards benefits and the need for EU itself.

Application – Anti pro-European Euroscepticism.

**Communist party:** The Communist party is less radical than Golden Dawn, but still retains its strong ideological stand on EU as described in previous parts. As a hard eurosceptic party, which sources its critique from an ideological standpoint, it applies its criticism to oppose pro EU values that are promoted by EU itself – as seen it its

---

[13]Active Eurosceptic parties should currently express Euroscepticism in a sufficient form for it to be used in current Greek politics. See Eurosceptic elements in political parties by Aleks Szczzerbiak and Paul Taggart.


This political party is fond for European Integration, but opposite to what it is seen by EU elites themselves. Thus this political party mainly applies its Euroscepticism, which is orientated towards criticizing capitalist element of EU, in a form of attempting to provoke European elites by questioning their legitimacy and further acting as an anti pro-European party, which provided counter arguments to those of EU. Even in its expressed criticism of EU and its institutions, the Communist party applies a rhetoric of disproving capitalist values that are promoted by EU institutions. By such means this party attempts to provide counter arguments to the arguments presented by EU and its elites, while at the same time capitalizing on the public displeasurement with EU, the party applies party competition would be beneficial for the Communist party as it would use the existing public displeasurement with EU, the party applies its Hard Euroscepticism more towards gaining support from the public and presenting its arguments within the public debate. As in Greek party competition this party would unavoidably critique any other slightly pro-EU party, judging by its strong ideological views, the Communist party seems to be focused on addressing its Euroscepticism together with other European Communists on EU level. By using its strong ideological beliefs, the Communist party may fear to be seen as a political fossil within the Greek party sphere as it’s more dominated by softer Eurosceptic parties that do not see EU as being ‘un-reformable’. Due to this, as seen it the party’s own party program, the Communist party is focused on presenting its anti-EU issues to the public.

Application – Anti-pro-European Euroscepticism

Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK): PASOK is regarded in Greek polity as a pro-EU party, but still expresses small amounts of Euroscepticism as presented previously. As this party is more pro-EU, its displeasurement with EU seems to be used mainly in a reactionary way to critique current EU shortcomings (level of democracy, institutional power balance, member attitude towards Greece). More reactionary than provocative, this party applies its Euroscepticism when criticizing EU’s policies at the same time opposing other Eurosceptic parties such as SYRIZA. By such means it can be seen, that PASOK does not critique other parties for being too-less pro-EU, but rather addressing party concerns towards the current EU development. This political party is more focused on using its expressed Euroscepticism, concerning EU’s development, within the party program and public debate.

Application – Reactive Euroscepticism

Movement of democratic socialists (KIDISO): KIDISO, a PASOK splinter party, expresses more Euroscepticism that its parent party and can be seen as a more provocative Eurosceptic party than reactionary. As its stronger critic of EU is oriented towards blaming the union for the current Greek economic crisis and labeling the EU’s integration as the source of it, KIDISO seems to attempt to question the legitimacy and importance of current EU’s development and its institutional power. Thus it’s not as reacting to developing European issues as it’s seeking to provoke a response from EU itself in order to address party concerns. Not completely anti-pro-EU, KIDISO still seeks to reform the current EU in order to fix the problems it currently has – such as economic susceptibility to crisis. As a party seeking to establish its own political identity after the 2015 split from PASOK, KIDISO currently orients its political program towards addressing its expressed Euroscepticism while gathering support from the public in order to gather political capital. As KIDISO is very newly formed party, using Euroscepticism in the public debate and to gather political support is expected for the party to form strong party identity. Further use of Euroscepticism in inner party competition may be seen in a way of criticising other parties for taking up a too pro-EU position.

Application – Provocative Euroscepticism

New Democracy: New Democracy is regarded in the Greek polity as a pro-EU party. Still, it expresses concerns towards EU, which were labeled as Euroscepticism. Although this political party mainly acts to oppose anti-EU parties, it is willing to ally itself with such parties, if needed, to ensure Greece place in the EU. This indicates that though acting more as a pro-EU party, New Democracy does not use Euroscepticism in party contestation. Also, it does not act as a provocative party, because that would require it to maintain anti EU critical position as its own. New Democracy is rather willing to apply its expressed Euroscepticism, which was concluded to be of compromising nature, while reaching to EU’s development. New Democracy is more indicative of a reactive party based on how this party is reacting to the shifting EU development and does not seek to question the legitimacy of EU, but rather express worry towards EU conducted integration policies. Its Euroscepticism is more applied based on how party ideology reacts to current development of European integration, as previously described. Thus this party is more willing to use its expressed concern regarding EU’s development in the public debate, rather than using critique of EU to gain support from it. New Democracy seems to seek more to draw attention to the issues that it deems worthy (democratization of EU) to be addressed rather than using anti-EUism to gain support and switch its stance on EU. In addition to this, it does not use Euroscepticism in inner party competition. On the contrary, it uses the very existence of Euroscepticism in inner party competition so to reinforce its stance for EU and critique other parties for using anti-EUism (Figure 9).

Application – Reactive Euroscepticism

• The Coalition of the Radical Left (SYRIZA) – Provocative conditional application.
Independent Greeks (ANEL) – Reactionary conditional.
Golden Dawn (XA) – anti pro EU rejectionist application.
Communist party (KKE) – anti pro-EU conditional application.
Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK) – Reactive compromising application.
Movement of Democratic Socialists (KIDISO) – Provocative conditional application.
New Democracy (ND) – Reactive compromising application.

Final Thoughts

In this paper I have analyzed the expressions of Euroscepticism that are seen in current active Greek political parties. These expressions of anti-EUism differed in parties and resulted in different sources and applications dependent of the party taken into question. Although different political scientists have devised separate methods of measurement and detection of Euroscepticism, in this paper what was shown was that different methods, each looking into separate fractions of eurosceptic elements, are essential in order to not only understand what type of Euroscepticism the party expresses, but also on what factors it is dependent and to what conclusions it leads. It was shown, that not only current party rhetoric towards EU is imperative in order to understand its expressed concerns towards EU, but also how such party understands and views different stages of European integration and ideals each on holds.

In Greece, as shown, Euroscepticism in political parties is common and diverse – residing in different form both in soft and hard eurosceptic parties and even present in parties that view themselves as pro-EU parties. This Euroscepticism is fueled and formed in different ways dependent how a party sees the ideals of European integration, current EU’s development and form that EU is seen to be taking.

We need to understand that Euroscepticism should not be only viewed as a total opposition towards EU, but rather a critical attitude in need of attracting attention to the need of change. In Greece, this attitude has fueled many political parties, which seek to propose their own versions of what EU should become and how it should change.

To form my final thoughts and to add to my work, I propose that Euroscepticism should not be viewed as a negative elements in national politics, in any nation, but on the opposite – an element, which gives us the ability to view European integration and the EU project itself from various angles of opinion and perspective. Each different in its form and completion, but all providing the information we need to better understand the EU’s visions impact on current multinational political party environment.

Conclusions

The variations of Euroscepticism in Greek contemporary political parties allows differentiating views on EU – ranging from complete disapproval to soft critique. This in turn allows variations of the level to which a party expresses euro-sceptic behavior.

Evaluation and measurement of Euroscepticism in political parties are dependent on party ideology, policy goals and rhetoric beholden by the party itself and its leaders.

Current active Greek party polity holds within itself parties that have strong ideological/historical roots, parties that came to solely oppose the European Union and parties that seek to defend Greece’s current place within EU.

By looking into how a party views past, present and future development of European integration, it can be determined to which camp of Euroscepticism does that party reside and affect its expressed view of the European Union.

Greek political party programs and policies indicate that the Greek financial crisis is the main rising cause of expressed Euroscepticism. The secondary cause of Euroscepticism is party displeasement with current development of European integration.

Hard Euroscepticism in Greek political parties is common to
strongly ideological political parties residing in the radical corners of an ideological spectrum. Soft Euroscepticism is common to political parties residing in the center left or center right peripherals of ideological spectrum.

Soft Eurosceptic Greek (SYRIZA, ANEL, KIDISO, ND, PASOK) parties are all in favor of principal European integration, only diverging in their acceptance of EU based on their current view of ongoing and future European development.

Based on how a party views principal, practice and future principals of European integration it results in its residence in either soft or hard camps of Euroscepticism. Parties that agree with the principal ideal tend to be more soft-eurosceptic, while parties that disagree with all principals explicit Hard Euroscepticism. Anomaly: Communist party, which agrees with the need of integration by viewing it in a different way than EU.

If a party regards itself as a pro-EU party, it still may express eurosceptic elements based on parts of its ideology coming into conflict with ideals of European integration.

Parties that source their Euroscepticism from a strategic source tend to be soft Eurosceptic parties with a conditional attitude towards EU, while parties that exhibit ideological source tend to be hard Eurosceptic rejectionist parties (completely disagreeing with EU) or pro-EU compromising parties (expressing concerns towards EU). Anomaly: Communist party expresses ideological conditional attitude, which is un-achievable due to major difference between party ideology and values of European integration.


Parties that express rejectionist attitude towards EU tend to apply their Euroscepticism in a manner of anti-European Euroscepticism, unless their attitude towards EU is conditional based on party ideology reforming the ideals of European integration (Communist party). Parties that express conditional attitude towards EU tend to apply their Euroscepticism in a provocative manner, while parties that express compromising apply reactionary Euroscepticism. This indicates that party’s attitude towards EU affects the way in which parties apply anti-EUism – the level of acceptance affecting the level of aggressive eurosceptic behavior.

Strategic Euroscepticism is indicative to soft eurosceptic parties that express conditional attitude towards EU, while ideological Euroscepticism is common for both pro-EU and anti-EU hard eurosceptic parties, and allows differentiation between rejectionist, conditional and compromising attitudes.
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